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' VJL 0. O
Providing the "-for
Kentucky Soldier Lads.
Ft. Thomay., July 2. You
mothers, wives, sisters, sweet-
hearts and friends at home, how
would you liktiti hitt 4,000 sol-
dier boys, all suffering from ac-
ute appetites, drop in this morn-
ing at your breakfast table?
And if by any chance you were
able to feed them at one meal,
bow would you feel about their
remaining for dinner with you?
And would you feel equal to the
task of feeding them again at
supper, remembering at the
same time the morrow will gath-
er them again about your break-
fast table as hungry as though
you never had given them a bite?
By way of a friendly tip, in
order to better prepare you to
moet such an emergency should
occasion arise, be it known unto
you, housewives, your grocery-
man's stock won't begin to solve
the problem for you. If, by any
chance, a khaki-clad army, as
large as the National Guard now
quartered at Ft. Thomas, should
sipper at your home as unexpect-
ed quests, get busy. Comman-
deer all the younger sons of the
homes aroundsyour end of the
town and levy on the goods in
all the meet shops, bakeries, ice
plants, wholesale groceries, dai-
ries and shops to be fpuad.
In the first place you will need
exactly $1,200 to buy enough food
supplies for one day. As the fam-
ily strong box probably does not
contain that much coinage of the
realm, it might be a good idea
to loot a couple of small banks
*bile on the way to-fife' grocer-
ies and shops.
Then start to buying your sup-
plies. Actual figures. based upon
a glance through the commis-
sary books of Kentcky mobiliza-
tion camp here, show that you
eio will need 1,800 pound of bacon
for the breakfast meal. While
you are ordering, however, it
might be just as well to order
sujoplies for three meals at once.
S. After you get your bacon (you'll
have to carry it home the best
, way you can) tell the butcher to
hand you 1,300 pounds of fresh
beef across his meat block. Also
vilk tell him to give you about 180
pounds of lard, seventy pounds
of butter (you'll need it for cook-
ing purposes) and about an equal
umber of pounds of oleomar-
garine.
Now you want some bread.
And when you ask for some
bread, you mean SOME bread.
Tell the baker to give you 5,061
pounds of his lightbread and if
he does not know how to weigh
It, just tell him to slip you about
,300 loaves of the long variety.
,s
five gallons of syrup. Then tell
the clerk you want 315 pounds of
colTee, 900 pounds of sugar, 140
pounds of condensed milk, forty-
five quarts of vinegar., forty-
five quarts of pickles and thirty-
ono 2-ounce bottles of lemon ex-
tract.
Business seems to be picking
up, so keep right on. Jerk out
the old salt barrel and take 180
pounds of the bitter crystal. Al-
so get eleven pounds of pepper,
630 ounces of cinnamon, and tell
the clerk to pitch in 180 pounds
of soap, for your guests must
wash the real Mate from their
faces:and hands before they tit
down at your table. Then get
twenty-eight dozen towels, twe-
nty eight dozen scrubbing brush-
es, fourteen dozen boxes safety
matches, twenty-eight brooms
and an equal number of scrub-
bing soap. And finally, on your
way home, drop by the ice plant
and order 4,700 pounds-of the
frozen liquid.
You have ordered your sup-
plies now, so hurry home and
get busy on the cooking job.
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The Ledger witnessed with pride the departure of
Lexington, Ky., July 2. Gen. Co. L, K. N. C., last Saturday afternoon for the mobilize-
Roger D. Williams, commander tion camp at Ft. Thomas. This company with more than oue
of the Kentucky Brigade of the hundred stalwart young citizens, largely composed of Mur
National Guards, has received a
letter from Capt. H. L. Casey, ray and Calloway county boys, and each one a rich, rei-
blooded American, leave in response to the call of a na-
tion of freemen. Their leaving is a full measure of devo-
tion to country and flag, and if duty calls them to defend the
honor of their country every life will be willingly sacrifir,
ed upon the sand wastes of Mexican territory, and the-
Ledger is convinced that in event of such sacrifice history
will record a story of achievement and heroism not sur-
passed by any company of men within the ranks of the
khaki-clad army'.---We have faith in their ability to sost-
ter the art of arms; we have faith in their courage; we
have faith in their devotion to their county and their wil-
lingness to defend its honor, and we have faith in the
righteousness of the cause which calls them to arms.
here. They will be already ac- With their going leaves a burden of responsibility up-
&mated and  will be able to
stand this climate sod The ivor ies-citizens-of-this city and county, not equally as great as
food they get. the burden assumed by the boys themselves, but a burdew
"It takes a horse from ourith
in conditiofi for service, and iota!home citizen. In the first place Co. L. left without col--
of them die. So take my advice' ors. Would it not express a beautiful sentiment for .
and don't bring any good horses.
• ..orle thing you will need is a m 
I as
urraY to procure a handsome silk flag and send to the
lot of shoes. This country is ; boys/ Who can tell what deeds might be inspired in the
awful on shoes. The shoes you ; hearts of the defenders by 'the knowledge that the color.—
take off in the morning and
HARD kV FOR
MEN ON SEER
formerly of the Second Regi-
ment, K. N. G., who is in charge
of the Fort Bliss Remount Sta-
tion, in which he calls attention
to some of the difficulties which
will be encountered in a war
with Mexico. The letter follow-
ed a telegram from Capt. Casey
asking that he he assigned to
the Kentucky Brigade, and was
sent to Gen. Williams' home here
and was read by him when he
ran over to Lexington from his
duties at Fort Thomas for a few
hours. The letter in part 
NIlows
"It's better to get your mount
country about sixty days to get at calls 6Fpatriotism upon the part of every stay-at-
guests may leap the bounds oe l laxis, but the thorough training put on one side of the room by 
of their company not only represent the American nab°.
propriety and charge the "eatlof the medical officers in sanita- night will curl up and be on the but that they represented the love and devotion of the
joint" even as they do here in tion and hygiene, backed by suf- other side. We have to keep folks at home? A flag by all means, and let it be
Fort Thomas when rations are ficient military authority to in- our shoes doped with harness,
not forthcoming. sure the execution of their or- soap to keep them soft. This 
cured and forwarded to the boys at once. Who will vol.
1
Yes, feeding 4,000 Kentucky ders, is held to be responsible country is hell on eyes. I know ,nnteer to champion the move? The Ledger has one dol-
boys, all of them hungry from for their splendid showing. And that you know what a dust storm' for the fund and more if necessary.
exercise and outdoor life, is no the army surgeons declare they is.- Well, we have one every day, Providing colors for the company will be the least duty to nest&-
small job. All of--them are ; are confident of their ability to and sometimes in the night.
young and there's nothing wrong extend the same degree of Pro- -----“Itwas 104 in the shade form. Among 
the members of Co. L. are a number of men who imem.......
- to-
with their appetites, judging I tection to the National Guards- day and 140 in the sun. Some wives and children 
absolutely dependent upon them for support. Thew
from the way they charge the men and to any Federal volun- heat. You know, we are only Amen have been called to defend the homes of America and respenial
tents mess  whenever mess hour I teers that may be called out. 
, 
few miles from' the place where without a whimper. They are engaged in the defense of your keine
rats around. If ever Mexicans I 
A meeting was commenced byare intrenched in fortifications l 
the man died went to hell and
' and
 your business interests just as much as ni the defense of the homes
that balk for a time the Amen, theBaptist church of Hazel last 
that night sent back for his and the business iaterests along the Mexican border. The fact dm*
to; Sunday and will continue for 
blanket.,,
cans there is one sure way 
you are more or less isolated from the bandit infested border can Bei
take them—build a mess tent i 
I have been studying the
several weeks. Rev. L. D. Sum-
directly in front of the hostile; mers, of Blythsville, Ark., is as- 
machine gun. I put in all my be ad
vanced as argument that your interests are not also in jeopardy._
sisting Rev. Spaulding, the pas- 
Throughout the republic business concerns of every character are re-
lines and let the buglers of the 
spare time with the Twentieth
tor. The services are being 
Infantry machine gun company. leasing men for duty in the army on fall pay and assaraace that disk
Kentucky guard sound the call
to mess. Pickett's charge is 
held open for them. That is patriotism on the tI trust you will try to get me a pheld in a tent adjoining the 
will be par
forgotten and almost fades into church property- 
commission with my home of the stay-at-home citizen. In many instances business concerns
oblivion compared with the rush-  
troops. I know there will be enot only allowed men full pay but are also making monthly allowancs .
es these Kentucky boys can the 4.000 youngsters in cam- p. 
officers who will not pass the ex-
amination and some who will to families o
f enlisted men. What is Murray and Calloway county g.-
make when something to eat is Of course, the officers live in
the reward to be captured. separate houses and have their -
not want to come in the service. ing to do with the dependent familes of Murray and Calloway 
county
private cooks and private mes- 
boys who have answered the call of the nation? The Ledger appeals
The job of feeding the guards- 
It will take a long time to
men. however, is being done' ees, where something more than 
get Mexico settled. It will be to the citizenship of this city and county to respond promptly and gem-
systematically and thoroughl at the substantial potatoes, bacon,- can't stick your head out on the
no picnic on this border. You erously to this call fee' help. SPAirssiimise will be an ad 41 pa --
Washington, July 3.—Confi-
dence in their ability to main-
tain the National Guardsmen
caNed into service on the Mexi-
can border in good general
health and especially to protect
them absolutely from typhoid
fever, the dread of all soldiers,
is expressed by the army medi-
cal officers. This belief is based
on the remarkable results obtain-
ed in the case of the regular
troops.
Surgeon Gen. Gorges has com-
piled statistice for the past year
allowing that in the entire Unit-
ed States army there were but
eight cases of typhoid, a condi-
tion the more unusual from the
fact that the soldiers were scat-
tered around the world -in Alas-
ka, along the Gulf coast, in Pan-
ama, In the Philippines, in Haw.
au i and even in China—under all
sorts of varying coditions of
climate and habitation. This
result has attracted the atten-
tion of Sir William Oiler, who
h is written to the surgeon gen-
eral congratulating him on what
appesied to bean almost im pos-
of assistants in the: "mess" sible.task—the practical exter-
room of your home, but even mination of typhoid fever as a
then you will have to keep right soldiers' disease.
on the job. If you don't your Not only the typhoid prophy-
Fort Thomas. There is no con-; coffee and beef is served. Deli- r
iverism, and which is but the responsible duty of every citizen. A sum
fusion in the commissary de-icacies of the season are served 
 front without someone tak-
I but at their own expense, 
ing a shot at it. We are getting suffient to maintai
n these families should be readily subscribed a
partment here—supplies are or- them, 
rsi
dered in good time and in good.; for, be it known unto you, the 
tired of it and hope the ball will'sboule be paid in monthly installments daring the entire time of the arc-
ly measure. Maj. Jackson Mor- i Government allows only 27 cents 
start soon." teal service of the men. Will Murray and Calloway citizens do this?
you agree to pay each month during the enlistment of
Is the boss ration man, and sees 
How much will
these men who have families? Who will lake ihe responsibility andris, of the Quartermaster Corps, 
l a (lay for the rations of each Wheat threshing is in full pro-
to it that ;supplies are bought 1 --- --- - --- - 
gress with only fair yield.
 raise this fund for the maintenance of these wives and children? It can
man in the service.
Of course the soldier boys want and distributed into the proper ' arnsFarfaral0~0044+11+11,0444144"11441444441+444"114."+"+*""+ be done, it m
ust be done, it will be done.
vegetables of some kind, stale channels by w-hich they reach It:
though they be. So sign up at
once for about 337 pounds of
beans, 225 pounds of rice, 1,125
pounds of onions and 562 pounds
of canned tomatoes.
You have only started  yeti
ishmen have a reputation for
fighting, so soldiers naturally
must be kinsmen. So you best
had order some Irish patotoes. I
How many do you think you will
need for one day's rations? Cer-
tainly you never would guess, so
take a peep aesthe Kentucky bri-
gade's commissary dbooks and
see. Tel:: este leek at the-le:*
ures, draw a deep breath and
then straighten up boldly and
order 3,937 pounds of Irish po-
ftatoes. Don't worry about peel-
ing them at once—that will come
Next take a walk to the other
side of the store and order 108
pounds of prunes, 180 pounds of
jam, thirty-six pounds of evapo-
rated peaches, an equel amount
„Of evaporated apisIes and forty-_ . ,
*I/
o 0 
the hungry feeling within each It Have You Paid Your Subscription? I Our neighbor cities of Paducah, Mayfield and Ful
ton
sr •
and every soldier. + la each he
ld big preparedness parades last Tuesday. Thos -
Three regimental quartermas. ands of citizens of thes
e splendid towns paraded the streets
tens attend to making correct re-
quisitions for :getting supplies 
Miss Bessie Wilkins, who is canvas 
drank 
sing the county in in the hot July sun, sang
 "America" and then nk red
the interest of the Ledger, made her 'r.ePort some 
two lemonade. Evidently these Kentuckians believe that the,-
for their units—Capt. ssaney4 _.
Smith, for the First Regiment; weeks ago aird—all-IYaym
ents-tnade-tulter-have been placed iproper method to 
employ-to -settle the difficult- Mexicalk:-
Capt. Matt S. Walton, fir the to the credit of the subscribers. Those who have 
paid 'problem is to parade the streets of their home town 
and .
Second Regiment. and Capt. Ar. Miss Wilkins since that date will have their credits placed
thur G. Chapman, for the Third , as quickly as possible. Those who have paid will notice
Regiment. 
The three remaining units of 
by reference to the yellow labels appearing on their pa-
the Kentucky brigade—the Am..
 pers each week that proper credit has been given, Miss 
sing out, "Go on, boys." Not a company of National
Guards in the First congressional district outside of Co.
L., Murray. That's what we call preparedness and pa-
triotism with big P's.
00 
bulance Company and First Field Wilkins appreciates very
 much the many kindnesses' "In the crisis affecting Mexico and the United States,
- 'which assumed its -most threatening proportions in Julytiospitai, fnim Louisville, and shown her in these matters, and the 
Ledger joins with
the Signal Corps. from Leiting-S tber in extending thanks to every patron of the paper who 1916, Murray was the only town in the 'Great Gibraltar
ton, receive their supplies di- 
'
has been kind enough to. make payment of the amount district of Kentucky, composing thirteen large counties,.
rect from Maj. Morris. Under
the regimental quartermasters 
due on subscription, which promptly responded to the call to theco ors and sent
there are in turn -company guar- If 
you have not- paid YOtit- SubseriptiOn try to make the flowers of its young manhood, armed and, equipped
termasters who see that coma-; preparations to meet the obligation when Mis
s Wilkins for battle, ready and willing, if need be, to sacrifice their
nies et the food supplies come eames to see you at your home. She *ill give 
you a re_ lives on the desert wastes of the land of the MOntezumas."
ing it.. itosl, finally there are , ceipt for ev4ry dallar you pay and the yellow label on 
This note will doubtless be read with interest in the forth-
the coMparty cooks' and their 
coming histories of Kentucky. Where were the inhabit-
your paper will show the date to which you pay. M
helpers, who prepare the rations :.Wilkins 
- -Iss ants of our neighbor cities? dh, some of them were out,
wilkins is a splendid young lady, deserving any courtesy on dress parade on -tho... "glorious fourth," - while otherg,
for the boys in the trenches.
Such is the organization that ithat might be sh
own. her and appreciates your help in her were feeding sandwitches and red 
i
lemonade to northern
deity Sttgpd, the task of fe2ding .work. Will you try and pay her when she comesito 
see you?
t
. boys that happened to. pass thru. So mote t be. Even so-
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POWERFUL DRIVE
MADE BY ALLIES
FRIINCH AND BRITISH COMBINED




Big Advance of Allies Continues With
Unabated Energy and increasing
Gains-Two Villages Have
Been Captured.
London -The "big push" of the al-
lies continues with unabated energy
and Increasing gains. The Osmanli
have been pushed steadily back until
the French are within six mile, of
Parana'. vital point on the main feed-
ing railroad of the Germans and the
center of a system of radiating high•
roads They have captured the village
of Carla and Pres and have broken
Into the German second line of de-
fences at a sum her of points. The
British have captured the village of
rricourt and pushed further east we '
toward the Itapaume-Perontle Wee,
road. which Is now less than seven
allies away.
In the first 36 hours of their tricardy
drive the Preach and !trifled had cap-
tured more than 9.500 German prism'
ere, cleared 60 square miles of lerench
territory of the invaders and have
carried 11 villages on a complicated
series of entrenchments and redoubts,
which the Germans have beat Mete
than 20 months conatructing.--
The British public still displays the
same quiet enthusiasm, determination
and confidence, fully understanding
that no great drive like that carried
out by the Russian general. Itruseilloff,
I. possible against the formidably or
ganized German front, and that great
sacrifices and possible setbacks must
be Prepared for.
Many regrettrare heard that Witch.
- neer did not live to see the results of
his work. This is the first great bat-
tle in which the military legions he
created were put to the test.
MEXICO FACES FAMINE.
Pinch of Hunger Already Felt in Cm%
tam n Sections.
Eagle Pass -Curtailment of traffic
between the United States and Mexico,
due to the present situation, already
is causing is pinch of hunger through-
out the southern republic, according
o late arrivals from Mexico.
According to men in close Jo*
with Mexicau affaliv, Carrea'a
would. -be Sunable to feed his troops
longer than three months should the
United States blockade the ports and
stop food shipments -across the bor-
der. In six months, these men say,
the entire country would be in a state
of famine.
According to estimates said to be
conservative, the three main Mexican
commanders have upwards of 120,000
men under arms. Gen. Pablo Gonzales
I. said to have 40,000 men. Gen. Obre-
gon 50,000 and Gen. Jacinto Trevino
30,000. These estimates, however,
probably include a certain proportion
of camp followers.
AUSTRIANS REPULSED.
Italians Fling Back Austrians On Tren-
tino Front_
Rome.--The Italians have flung back
the Austrians a further distance on the
Trentlno front. The war office has
—announced the capture of Monte Gin-
 -In:tondo, north of FuSine, and Monte
Caviojo. These positons lie between
,Posina and Astico.
The Italians have advanced on the
Asiago plateau, occupying the south-
ern side of the Assa Valley, and
reached the slopes of Monte Rasta,
Monte Interrotto, and Monte Mosciagh.
Monte Colombara was carried and
the Italian advance reached the Gala-
marra
10,506 PRISONERS TAKEN.
Russians Claim Teutons Defeated in
Fight On Dniester.
Petrograd.-Russian troops fighting
in Volhynia and Galicia have taken
prisoner 221 officers and 10.285 men,
says the official statement issued by
the Russian war department. The
statement says that the Russians „ye
 ed a great -defeat dif-the Teutonic
troops between the Detester and Pruth
- rivers. capturing three lines ,oftrenches.
, .
Italian Advance COntinues.
Rome-The Italian-advance con-tinues on the Trentino front. The of-ficial report says that in the Area Val-ley the Italians stormed Fort Mattes-
pone and carried the ridge of MonteTrappola.
The occupation of Pedestal!' in the
Astico Valley by Italian forces is alsoannounced.
Reprieve Granted.
Springfiele, Ill.-Gov. Dunne has
granted a reprieve to "Chicken Joe"
Campbell. sentenced to be haneed for
the murder of Mrs. Edmund Arlen. of
Joliet, until Ostober 13' to permit of
an appeal.
Casement Appeal 'July 17.
London.-Ttie hearing of the appeal
. of"Sir Roger Casement, found guilty of
high treason and sentenced to death
for complicity in the Irish raellhate.
has been Sire tor July 1T.
.4•
WILSON IN FIGHTING MOOD
Extetertive Declares People 0 This No
thin Should Se Just to Others and
Demand Same Treatment.
Philadelphla.---President Wilson,-
scribing himself as "In a fighting
mood," entinelated to a largo crowd In
Independence Rquare his eoecoption
of sante of the cardinal American
ideals. lie declared that America, ig
dealing with_othar nation* novet "Oft
'Beate at whatever cost" Its principlei
of liberty, justice and humanity; that
"America first" must be translated in
to action exalting above all selfish In
tensely, and that the nation's policy
and development must be guided by
the whoie people and not by any small
group.
Applause repeatedly interrupted the
address The crowd liked particularly
the president's declaration that Amenl
can principles mult be vindicated in
dealing with other nations, which as
patently was interpreted as referring
to the Mexican situation. However,
Mr. Wilson did not mention Mexico or
any other foreign nation directly.
"I believe." the president said, "that
America, the country we put first in
our thoughts, should be ready in every
point of policy and of action to vim%
date at whatever cost the principlesof liberty, uf justice :sad of humanityto whit* we have,b0i111 devoted from
the first
INSULTING NOTE RECEIVED
Mexico Denies American Troops the
Right to Invade its Territory and
' Questions Our Motives.
Mexico Ctty.- leormal notice has
been served upon the United States
government by the de itatto govern-
Mont of Meilen that the-presence et
American troops would not be tol-
erated any longer upon the soil of
Mexico, which is taken as an answer
to the recent note of President Wilson,
The Mexican government charges
the United States with sending a
hatigthy and discourteous communica-
tion and the attention of the United
States authorities is called to the fact
that Mexicans have been murdered up-
od the border, where no attempt was
made to mulish the perpetrators.
The Mexican foreign offices lays
the blame for the killing of 18 Ameri-
cans at Santa Yeabel upon the vie-
time for attempting a journey across
territory that was known to be dan-
gerous.
It is declared that the pureuit of the
bandits under the leadership of Fran-
cisco %lila was taken at once sifter
they began their depredations and that
the duty of stamping out these out-
laws rests with_Mextco and not -with
the United States. . • —
In substance, the Mexican govern-
ment denies the right of American
troops to occupy Mexican territory
and declares that the presence of
United States troops in this country
fig is violation of the natfolal rights.
VILLA BANDITS EXECUTED.
Four of Them Pay Penalty for Raid
On Columbus, N. M.
Deming, N. M --Four Vela bandits
who took part in the Columbus raid
have been hanged in the county jail
here.
The four men were calm. Jose Ran-
gel smoked a cigarette as the noose
was adjusted. None would say any-
thing except Garcia, who exclaimed
as he was led to execution:
"I hope God will forgive my ene-
mies."
This completes the disposition of
the cases of Columbus raiders.
CENSORSHIP INVOKED
Ait-tifews About Troop -Movements
Will Be Suppressed.
San Antonio.-While thousands ofnational guardsmen are moving overconverging lines toward border sta-tions, extraordinary precautions arebeing taken to prevent exact routingeand schedules of the numerous specialtrains from becoming widely known.Gen. Funston has been instructed bythe secretary of war to exercise ut-most precaution in concealing details
of the mobilization.;
American Troops Move Northward.
Mexico City - Gen. Trevino, com-
manding the de facto governmentforces In Chihuahua, informed the war
department by telegraph June 29 that
the American troops had commenceda retirement northward and had aban-
doned the towns of San Buena
turwLaa Crfeces. WamItIldres and San-ta Clara. These places, he added, wereimmediately occupied by his forces.
Death Threats *lade.
Douglas. Ariz-Tom Snyder, an
American prospector, has reached hereafter having been threatened with
execution five times during the lastseven days Snyder made his way to
the border through the Mexican lines.
He said the natives insisted that hewas a spy and demanded that he be
killed He was saved by a Mexican
officer.
- Wilson Criticized.
Washington -- Republican criticism
of President Wilson's Mexican policymarked the debate in the house on anurgent deficiency appropriation billcarrying approxlinately $28,00.000 ask-
ed for by the war department to cover
pay. equipment and transportation of
national guardsmen. Former Speaker
Cannon attacked what he called a
"wish). washy" course. and edvocatee
going into Mexlr•o with 8111,,i-clelit force
to adrup.g7nakepary govetnt. Tha




WASHINGTON WAITING FOR CAN
RANA'S REPLY TO THE
-NOS& -
NOTE 15 BEING WITHHELD
War Department Putting Forth Every
Effort Towards the Mobilisation
of the Mete Natienal
Guards.
Washington -The state departmentIs awaiting the receipt of Carransa's
note and the war department Is bend-
ing every effort to move the national
plaid to the border.
Reports reached officials here that
arransa's reply to the American de-
mand for a statement of his intentions
Is already in the heads of Senor Don
Plisse Arredondo. Mesican ambassa-
dor designate here, and that it Is be-
ing withheld from the state depart-
ment pending the receipt of citbleIS-
structions from Mexico ( ity.
Otici before the Cat-rens* govern-
ment sent a note to the embassy here
and held It there for nearly a week
before It was presented to the state
department (*linens& was waiting for
the psychological moment for its pres-
entation.
KAY MINIUM' PASSES MIMI&
----hilikii-1%vision for Dependent of NM
tIonal Guardsmen.
Washington.-- The Hay bill appro-
priating $2,000.900 for dependent ram!.
lire of national guardsmen called or
drafted in the present emergency has
been pearled by the house The bill,
which now goes to the senate, allows
not exceeding $60 a month to the de-
pendent families, in the ,IIigeratton. of
the secretary of war.
Representative Small. Democrat. 0
North Carolina, and James, Republi-
can. of Michigan, were the only mem-
bers to vote against the bill, which
passed 297 to 2.
REFUGEES AT VERA CRUZ.
300 Americans Taken On Transport
To Galveston.
_Washington - - About 30C, American
refugees. ! ....re • v era Cruz,
Tanen/faked other East Mexican ports
lideflrbien takin to Galveston by the
MIMI transport Sumner.
On the West Mexican coast The na-
val transport Buffalo has taken on
more refugees at Mazatlan and is be-
lieved about ready to sail for Sari
Diego, C&L---
TROOPS CROSS BORDER.
Return to American Side After Sev-
eral Hours' Hunt,
Fabens, Texas.- American troops,
which crossed the Rio Grande into
Mexico near Fort Hancock, in pursuit
of Mexican raiders, have recrossed the
river, the trail having been lost, ac-
cording to a report received here.
Three troops of cavalry under Capt.
Leroy Eltinge pursued eight Mexicans
who raided the old post at Fort Han-
cock and escaped with several govern-
ment horses.
WOMAN TAKEN FROM TRAIN.
Release by Mexican Authorities De-
• rnanded by Uncle Sam. --- --
Nogales - M rs. William Hamilton,
wife of an American connected with
the Los Bochts Sugar Company of So-
nora. was taken from a train at Lo-
mas, four miles south of the border,
by 'Maj. Apelon I'aima, military train
master of Sonora.
United States Consul Simpich im-
mediately demanded her release.
NENE,/ FOR WILSON.
Roosevelt Leader in California Will
Not Support Hughes.
Washington -Francis J. Heney of
California, a leader of the Roosevelt
delegates to the Republican convention
in 1912 and afterward active in or-
ganizing the Progressive party, .has
telegraphed President Wilson that he
would work actively, for the reside
ec OIL
Congress Ready.
Washington - Congress faces the
Mexican emergency, ready for any
legislative action developments may
demand. The house is planning in-
creased appropriations to mien extra
expenditures incurred Armlet' mobi-
lization of the natio& guard and to
provide more munitions. To meet the
situation in hand it is contemplted
to add $20,000.000 to the army appro-
priatior bill, and an urgent deficiency
bill for $6,000,000 is In preparation.
Women To Get Medals.
London -King George has ordered
that the military medal in future may
be awarded to women who have shown
)eravery and devotion to duty coder
tire.
SurVivors Landed.
l'aima. Majorca.- Twenty-five men
of the crew of the steamer Plno. at
enoa.. which was shelled and sunk
isahlearliwt. have arrived at Mir!
CAVAL1MAEN ARE RELEASED GOOD FANCY CAKESNegro Troopers Held at Careful HaveBeen Released and Are Safety
Out of Meanie. DELleACIES EASILY MADE BY
..••••41
El MAO -The 'twenty three negro
troopers of the Teeth eavalry who, atCarrisal, Villa Allen:tad*, ChthuatuttCity and Juares, have been centrat
figures In one of the most striking
abaatives of the Mexican itittletted, are
safely out of Mexico.
Survivors of an enatentent with asuperior force, twice *toned by mobs.
more than once gripped with the fearof execution for their part in the Car-rie& light, and, lastly, objects of in-tercession by the president of theUnited States, they were 'brought to
the border from Chlhaabua City on
a special train and turned over to
Oen Bell, commander of the El Paso
base
With them came Lem H Rpitlsbury,the Mormon scout, who guided Capt.Boyd and his detachment over the
trail to Cerrizal. Spillsbury spent the
night at the home of his brother here.
The troopers were at Fort Bliss, awalt•
ing orders from Gen. Punston at San
Antonio.
It was thought probable at military
headquarters the 23 troopers will be
kept at the jeort Bliss hospital until
all danger at Infection from disease
THE NONE COOK.
Ns ReakJn Why They Should Nil Bit.
Gel 'Thou ef the Professional Ca-
teree-Seetta Direetiens That
Are Werth Heeding.
The clever home cook can ttineter
the making ef funey rakes without
much ilifticulty,e The tools she meek
NV few, and it atily (infertile on her
carefulneta to [nuke the cake% gulls.
4.41ti it I In appettreneP (if Milton from
the enterers. If she be u good rake
maker the home-made rake can ex-
cel the caterer's take to deliciousness
of taste.
layer cubes Append on the icing
for their elaborate attire/wane.. So,
make en ordinary layer cake and put
It together with the dealreil
Then prepare a stiff boiled icing and
cent the cube thickly with It.
The plan of trimming must he de-
cided on and the ingredieuts need-
ed for it must he ready beforphatel.
Floral deeorntions are decidedly at-
tractive. They can he 'made with can-
died roe* or violet petals, and withhave bees removed and thee be 41temi nd leaves of afore-Hew Vitron,-Maisfeniti-111-21heIr varlosit-7etaa•-.troo, rid he used for foliage. Per reaps,mends, 
arrange four or five rose petals In
mete shape. making a border of the
roses (perhaps eight" or nine) around
the top edge of the side of the cake,
with stems going down the side. OrPresident Wilson Declares That He three or four rose* can be arranged InWill Not Countenance War With a cluster on the top of the cake, inMexico Unless Necessary the center. _
Violets eatetleitlfranged in the sameNew York.-President Wilson mad. _Sty, and sweet-peats can be formedtt plain in his speech at the New York by a careful arrangement of rosePress Club banquet that he will not petals,countenance a war with Mexico until Icing decoration's too, can be made.there is no other alternative for set- For these, stiff icing Is needed and tintling the border troubles. icing pipe or a cone of stiff brownHe declared again that he was ready paper are ricleded. Thea there shouldto sacrifice his own political fortunes be colored and white icing. For yet-in order to carry out his convictions low, use grated orange peel and er-as to what would be the just course nrige juice; for pink, use cochineal orto pursue in the situation, cranberry juice: for green, use spin-The president's audience, composed itch juice. Force the stiff entered icingof newspaper men, state and municipal through the icing pipe and make thepolitical leaders and others prominent design on a cake well covered withIn public life, signified their indorse-
Mont of his position by repeated out-
bursts of applause. When he stilted if
the glory of America would he en-
hanced by war of conquest in Mexico,
shouts of "No" came from all parts of
the banquet hall. A similar response
was made to his query whether it is
America's duty to carry self-defense to
The point of dictation into the affairs
of another people."
-et have constantly-to -Mena
self," he:said, "thartam not the ser....aan all be nuele with them.rant oi these who -wish to enhanee-s= frostings can work wonders
with small cakes. These can be made
WAR WILL BE LAST RESORT
the value of their Mexican invest-
ments, but that I am the servant of
the rank and file of the United States."
CASEMENT FOUND GUILTY
Irish Knight Loses Battle for Life On
Charge of High Treason-Jury
Out Less Than One Hour.
London.-Sir Roger Casemen was
found guilty of high treason on June29 and sentenced to death. The endof the historic trial came when thejury, which had been out less thanat hour, brought in Its verdict againstthe Irish knight.
The chief justice, after defining thelaw of treasen, pointed out that manyfacts in the case were undisputed.
Sir Roger's chief counsel, AlexanderSullivan, who collapsed in court, wasunable to appear the last day and hisargument was taken up by ArtemusJones, assistant counsel for the de-fense. The attorney general. Sir Fred-erick Smith, summed up the case forthe prosecution.
Silver Bullion Released.
Chibuahua.-Gen. Carranza has giv-en orders for the release of 75 percent of the 200,000 ounces of silverbullion recently seized by troops ofthe de facto government from the Al-varado Mining & Milling Co. of Par-ral, a corporation controlled by Amer-icans The remainder of the silver isbeing held, according to dispatches,as security for taxes.
Sending No Peace Agents.
Mexico City.-The foreign office hasissued a statement that various in-dividuals who are now In the UnneaStates as members of so-called peace
commissions have no authority_nr
speak or act for the Mexican
government.
Parties of Americans continue tolease for Vera Cruz in special cars.Only a few score Americans now re-main in the capital.
Application for Aviators.
New York.-The Aero Club of Amer-
ica .has announced that more than one
thousand applications have been re-
ceived at its headquarters here from
men who are anxious to enter the
army aviation service. The applicants
include persons in almost every walk
of Life.
To Bring Boyd's Body Home.
Mexico City -James Linn Rodgers,
special agent of the state department,
called at the war office relative to an
Inquiry from the stet! department at
Washington regarding the disinterring
of the body of Cant. Charles T. Boyd,
killed at Carrizal. The foreign office
promised that it would issue the neces-
sary orders in order that the request
of the widow of the. dead Americen
!of/leer that the body be -shipped to








If you are clever enough, you can
make cameos. Make a disk of the
colored icing, and then make n tiny
bend. It isn't especially diflieult after
You have precticeel a little to copy a
real cameo with fair 1111H•enlitn.
Designs of various sorts can be
made with the tiny disk Fuger candies
of assorted cOlors. Theme ere espe-
cially good to mark b rt hdn y keerefornernew and dates mind pleasant wishes
In mull tins, or else in n big sheet
cut into 'squares, diamonds awl other
fancy shapes.
Cocoa Marble Cake.
One-third cupful butter, one cupful
sugar, one egg, one-half cupful milk,
two 'cupfuls flour, one teaspoonful
vanilla, two teaspoonfuls baking pee,
der, three teaspoonfuls cocoa. Cream
butter, add sugar, vanilla and egg.
Beat thoroughly, then add flour, in
which is mixed the baking powder and
milk alternately until all are added.
Take out about one-third the mixture,
add to it the cocoa, then drop the
white and the *brown mixtures in
spoonfuls into a deep pan. Bake about40 minutes in a moderate oven.
Velvet Cake.
Yellin of three and whites of two eggs.
Beat each separately, add one-half cup-
ful sugar to each and beat. Then addwhite part of yolks and beat all tie-gether. Add a cupful of sifted flour,heaped a little, to which has been
added one teaspoonful of cream oftartar and one-half teaspoonful of
soda. Just fold the flour in, thenadd slowly a scant one-half cupful ofhot water. Stir until smooth, and
flavor. It takes about 20 minutes tcbake, and quite a hot oven.
Cabbage Salad.
Cream one-fourth cupful butter andbeat Into it the yolk, then the whiteof one egg; add also two tablespoon-fuls of sugar and one-fourth teaspoon-ful each of mustard, stilt and paprika.Then pour on very gradually, heatingconstantly, one-half cupful hot vine-gar. Cook over hot water until themixture thickens a little. It shouldbe like thick cream, and• let cool before, 1-ThRi 41 .e estirring into a generous pint of fine, Franklin, Tenn,shredded cabbage, prepared for salad. kidneysl a, rae :t r." byl ywbawaeak
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WHY WOMEN
WRITE LETTERS
To Lydia E. Kaki's= Me&
ciao Co.
Women who are well often ask "Are
the letters which the Lydia E. l'inkham
Medicine Co are continually publishing,
genuine?" "Are they truthful?"
"Why do women write such letters?"
In answer we say that never have we
published a fictitious letter or name.
Never, knowingly, have we published
en untruthful letter, or one without the
full and written consent of the wombs
who wrote it.
The reason that thousands of women
from all parts of the country write such
grateful letters to the Lydia Z. Pink-
ham Medicine Cu. Is that Lydia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound has brought
health and happiness into their lives,
once burdened with pain and suffering.
It has relieved women from some of
the worst forms of female Ills, from die-
placernents. Inflammation, ulceration.
inegulerities, nervousness, weakness,
olomach troubles and from the blase.
--It la impossible for any memo who
'le will and who
bee Sayer suffered t
to realise how these
poor. suffering wo-
men feel when re-
stored to health;
their keen desire to
help other women





Ile wee a comedian In a flttlerate
touring eninpnny, and even In that he
hadn't b en a success.
One es ,ning, just before Ills fled cue,
he 'approached the manager.
"I say, I'm afraid IAren't be able
to appear tonight," lie mild.
"Why not?" was the tingry question.
"Minn° where the Metter, but I feel
so funny."
"Then, for gond/lest' sake go on
now I" yelled the eannsiger. "It'll be
the first time ,.,eve been fuurty since
you -joined Iii aing."
-------
To Fortify the System Against
Slimmer Meat
Many user§ of Groves Tasteless ChillTonic make it a practice to take this oldstand -d remedy regularly to fortify thesystem against the depressing •flect ofsummer heat, am those who are strongwithstand. the heat of summer better than
I emwhoage weak. Price sac. _-_-
Remembers Her Bible. ,
"Two Nilo% is tievittrr thrit-t/Rly-ean-
not live without her."
^And which has she decided to tnnti
ry?"
"The rich one. Nhe slept the. Other
could get _ Into loatteu
should reelle dlr."
For Galled Hones.
When your horse is galled, applyHanford's Balsam of Myrrh and youcan keep on working. Try it and ifyour horse is not cured quicker thanby any other remedy, the dealer willrefund your money. Adv.
Logical Difficulty.
"Do you believe it is easy fur any-one to learn a foreign language?"
"Of course. It isn't. With the bright-est, the difficulty of learning n foreignlanguage is pronounced."
BABIES AND GROWING CHILDRENneed a tonic to tone up the system andregulate the liver. Mothers are con-stantly using with wonderful suceeeS,our "Plantation" Chill and Fever Ton-ic. Pleasant to take--contains no Cal-omel. Price 60c.-Adv.
Be swift to love; mite haste to bekind.-Arniel.
Achy Joints Give Warning
Two-Egg Custard.
Break two eggs into a pint bowl,add salt, and two tablespoonfuls eugar.Beat, then fill bowl up with milk,nearly a pint. Grate nutmeg over topand bake in quite a hot oven. Whendone it will be gentle swelled all over.Do not take front oven if there is alittle depression In center. as It willnot be firm and watch closely at thelast and do not let It stay In too longor it will curdle.
Apricot Pudding.
Put a layer of apricots (dried. mtple!nto rich entice) into a buttered dish,add a few !Reps of butter, then alayer of cractff crumbs, sprinkledwith a little cinnamon, then a leyerof Haricots, set., making the last layerOf crtinths. Bake in oven and eat hotor cold (hot Is best) njth sweetenedwhipped cream.
To Prevent Shrinking.
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bad *WM*/ • hope that his vie
time would find an opportunity to
escape while filling our water barrels,
but Wolf Larsen had selected his spot
well. The Ghost lay half beyond the
surf line of a lonely beach. Here
debouched • deep gorge, with precipi-
tous. volcanic walls which no man
Wald scale. And here, under his di-
Sect supervision—for he went ashore
himself—Leach and Johnson filled the
email casks and rolled them down to
the beach. They had no chance to
make a break for liberty in one of the
boats.
Late that afternoon we hove up an-
*--abor and got away. Nothing was be-
ter* us but the three or four months'
bunting on the sealing grounds. The
outlook was black indeed, and I went
about my work with a heavy heart.
An almost funereal gloom seemed to
bay. descended upon the Ghost. Wolf
Larsen had taken to his bunk with
one of his strange, splitting bead.
aches. Johnson I found lying full
length on the forecastle head, staring
at the troubled churn of the forefoot,
and I remembered with horror the
suggestion Wolf Larsen had made. It
seemed likely to bear fruit. I tried
to break in on the man's morbid
thoughts by calling him away, but be
smiled sadly at me and refused to-
obey.
Leach approached me as I returned
aft.
"I want to ask a favor, Mr. Van
Weyden," he said. "If it's yer luck
to ever make 'Frisco once more, will
you bunt up Matt McCarthy? lie's
my old man. He lives on the bill.
back of the Mayfair bakery, runnia
a cobbler's shop that everybody
knows, and you'll have no trouble.
Tell him I lived to be sorry for the
trouble I brought him and the things
I done, and—and just tell him 'God
bless him,' for me."
I nodded my head, but said, "We'll
all win back to San Francisco, Leach,
and you'll be with ma when I go ¶o.
see Matt McCarthy."
"I'd like to believe you." be an-
awered, shaking my hand. "but I
cant Wolf LLiseall do for me. I
know it; and all I can hope is hell do
it quick."
And as he left me I was aware of
the same desire at my heart. Since
it was to be done, let it be done with
dispatch. It was a cheap and sordid
thing after all, this life, and the
sooner over the better. Over and
done with! I. too, leaned upon the
rail and gazed longingly into the sea,
with the certainty that sooner or
later I should be sinking down, down
through the cool, green depths of its
oblivion.
CHAPTER XV.
Strange to say, in spite of the gen-
eral foreboding, nothing of especial
moment happened on the Ghost. We
ran on to the north and west till we
raised the coast of Japan and picked
up will the great seal herd. Coming
from no man knew where in the illim-
itable Pacific. it was traveling north
on its annual migration to the rook-
ales of Bering sea. And north we
traveled with it. ravaging and destroy-
ing, flinging the naked carcasses to
tbe shark and salting down the skins
so that they might later adorn the
fair shoulders of the women of the
titles. 7
I saw more of Wolf Larsen than
over wben we had gained the grounds.
For when the weather was fair and
we were In the midst of the herd, all
bands were away in the boats, and
left on board were only he and I and
Thomas Marlette, who did not count.
It was our duty to sail the Ghost well
to leeward of the last lee boat, so
that all the boats should have fair
wind to run for us In case of squalls
or threatening weather.
It Is no slight matter for two'usen.
particularly when a stiff wind has
sprang up, to handle a vessel like the
Ghost, steering, keeping lookout for
the beats and. setting or <inking sail.
ea It devolved eyes me to loam a.nd
•
learu quickly. Steering I picked up
easily, but running aloft to the cross-
tress and swinging my whole weight
by my arms when I left the ratlines
and climbed still higher, was more
difflcult. This, too. I learned, and
quickly, for I fell somehow a wild die
sire to vindicate myself in Wolf Ler-
sen's eyes, to prove my right to live
in ways other than of the mind. Nay,
the time came when I took toy In the
run of the masthead and in the cling'
lug by my legs at that precarious
height while I ierept the sea with
glasses in ettervh of the boats
I remember one beautiful day, when
the boats left early and the reports of
the hunters' guns grew dim and die-
tant and died away as they scattered
far and wide over the sea. There
was just the faintest wind from the
westward; but it breathed its last by
tba time we manased to get to lee-
ward of the last lee boat. One by
one—I was at the masthead and saw—
the Si. boats disappeared over the
bulge of the earth as they followed
the seal into the west. We lay, scarce-
ly rolling on the placid sea, unable to
follow. Wolf Larsen was apprehen-
sire. The barometer was down, and
the sky to the east did not please
him. He studied It with unceasing
vigilance.
"If she cows out it theta" be said,
"hard and snappy, Putting us to wind-
ward of the boats it's likely there'll
be empty bunks in steerage and
fo'c'sle."
By eleven o'clock the sea had be.
come glass. Slowly the whole east-
ern sky was filled with clouds that
overtowered us. like some black sierra
of the infernal regions. And still we
rocked gently, and there was no wind.
Pee ate dinner, a hurried and anx-
ious meal for me with eighteen men
abroad on the sea and beyond the
bulge of the earth and with that heav-
en-rolling mountain range of clouds
He Laughed Aloud Mockingly and De-
fiantly at the Advancing Storm.
moving slowl; down upon na Wolf
Larsen did not seem affected, how-
ever, though I *noticed, when we re-
turned to the deck, a slight twitching
of the nostrils, a perceptible quickness
of movement. Once, and unwitting
that he did so or that I saw, he
laughed aloud, mockingly and defiant-
ly, at the advancing storm. I see him
yet, standing there like a pygmy out of
the "Arabian Nights" before the huge
front of some malignant genie. Ile
was daring destiny. and he was um
afraid.
The whispers of wind became puffs.
the sails filled. the Ghost moved.
Wolf Larsen put the wheel hard up. to
port, and we began to pay off. The
wind was now dead astern, mutter-
ing and puffing stronger and stronger,
and my head-sails were pounding lus-
tily. My hands were full with the fly-
ing-jib, jib, and staysail; and by the
time this part of my task was accom-
plished the Ghost was leap Into the
southwest, the wind on her quarter
and all her -sheets to starboard. With-
out pausing for breath, though my
heart was beating like a trip-hammer
from my exertions. I sprang to the
topsails, and before the wind had be-
come too strong we had them fairly
set and were coiling down. Then I
went aft for orders.
Wolf Larsen nodded approval grid
relinquished the wheel to me. The
wind was strengthening steadily and
the sea rising. For an hour I steered.
each moment becoming more difficult.
I had not the experience to steer at
th• gait we were going on a quarter-
ing course.
" Now take a run up with the glasses
and raise some of the boats. We've
made at least ten knots, and we're go-
ing twelve or thirteen now. The old
girl knows how to walk."
I contented myself with the fore
croestrees, some seventy feet above
the deck. As I searched the vacant
stretch of water before me. 1 compre-
hended thoroughly the need for haste
it ems were to rtMovar 11,113 Of our men.
-
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Indeed, ae I eased at the heavy am
through which we were running, I
doubted that there was a boat afloat.
It did not seem pow/ibis that such
frail craft could survive such stress
of wind and water.
For an hour I saw nothing but the
naked, desolate sits. And then, where
a vagrant shaft of sunlight struck the
ocean and turned its surfeit* to wrath-
ful silver, I caught a small black speck
thrust skyward for an instant and
swallowed up. I waited patiently
Again the tiny point of black projected
Itself through the wrathful blase a cou-
ple of points off our porthow. I did
not attempt to shout, but communi-
cate(1 the news to Wolf Larsen by wee-
Ing my arm. Ile changed the course,
and I 'libeled aMrmation when the
speck showed dead ahead.
It grew larger, and so swiftly that
for the drat time I fully appreciated
the speed of our Bight Wolf Larson
motioned for me to come down, and
when I stood beside him at the wheel
gave me instructions for heaving to.
"Expect all hell to break loose," he
cautioned me, "but don't mind it.
Yours is to do your own work and to
have Cooky stand by the fore-sheoL"
The boat was now very close, and
I could make out plainly /hat it was
lying head to wind and sea and drag-
ging on its mast and sail, which had
been thrown overboard and made to
servo as a sea-anchor. The three men
were bailing. nett roiling mountain
whelmed them from view. Then, and
with black suddenness, the boat would
Shoot clear throtigh the foaming crest,
bow pointed to the sky, and the whole
length of her bottom showing, wet and
dark, till she seemed on end.
The Ghost suddenly changed her
course, keeping away. Wolf Larsen
was preparing to heave to. I lilt an
abrupt easing of the schooner, a lose
for the moment of all strain and pres-
sure, coupled with a swift accelera-
tion of speed. She was rushing around
on her heel into the wind.
As the Ghost wallowed for sn. in-
stant. broadside on and rolling straight
over and far Into the wind, I beheld •
huge sea rise far above my head. It
descended, pandemonium broke foose,
everything happened at once. was
-struck a crushing, stunning blow, no-
where in particular and yet every.
where. My hold had been broken
loose, I was under watell, and the
thought passed through my mind that
this was the terrible thing of which
had heard, the being swept in the
trough of the sea. I brought up vio-
lently against what I took to be the
rail, breathed, and breathed the sweet
air again. As I scrambled out on all
fours I passed over the body of
Thomas Mugridge, who lay In a groan-
ing heap. There was no time to in-
vestigate. I must get the jib backed
over.
On all sides there was a rending and
crashing of wood and steel and can-
vas. The Ghost was being wrenched
and torn to fragments. The foresail
and foretopsall were thundering into
ribbons, the heavy boom threshing
and splintering from rail to rail. The
air was thick with flying wreckage.
ropes and stays were hissing and coil-
ing like snakes, and down through it
all crashed the gaff of the foresail
The spar could not have missed me
by many inches, while it spurred me
to action. Perhaps the situation was
not hopeless. I remembered Wolf
Larsen's caution. He had expected
all hell to break loose, and here it
was. And where was he? I caught
sight of him toiling at the main sheet,
heaving it in and flat with his tremen-
dous muscles, the stern of the schoon-
er lifted high in the air and his body
outlined against a white surge of sea
sweeping past. All this, and more—a
whole world of chaos and wreck—in
possibly fifteen seconds I had seen and
beard and grasped.
I did not stop to see what had be-
come of the small boat, but sprang to
the jib-sheet. The jib Itself was be-
ginning to slap. partially fillips and
emptying with sharp reports; but
with a turn of the sheet and the ap-
plication of my whole strength each
time it slapped, I slowly backed It.
This I know: 1,4111  Mk heft_ I pulled
till I burst open the ends of all My
fingers; and while I pulled, the flying
jib and staysail split their cloths apart
and thundered into nothingness.
Still I pulled, holding what I gained
each time with a double turn until the
next slap gave me more. Then the
sheet gave with greater ease, and
Wolf Larsen was beside me. heaving
in alone while I was busied taking up
the slack.
"Make fast!" he shouted. "And come
on!"
As I followed him I "noted that in
spite of rack and ruin a rough order
obtained. The Ghost was hove to. She
wet still in working order, and she
was still working. Though the rest of
her sails were gone, the jib, backed
to windward, and the mainsail hauled
down flat, were themselves holding,
and holding her bow to the furious sea
as well.
'11-,locked for the boat, and, while
Wolf Larsen ch;ared the boat tackles,
saw it lift to leevre.rd on a big sea
and not a score of feet away. And.










we drifted fairly down upon it. so Hist
nothing remained to do but hook the
tackles to either end and hutet It
aboard, I noticed blood spouting from
Kerfuot's left hand. In some way the
third finger had been crushed to I
pulp. Hut he gave ne sign of pala,
and with hie single right hand helped
us lash the boat In Its place.
Then we raced, and wildly, across
the wild sea, the while I hung lik• a
fly in the eroaatrees and searched for
the other boats. In half an hour I
sighted the second one, stretnped anti
bottom up, to which were desperately
clinging Jock Horner. fat Louis and
Johnson. This time I remained aloft.
and Wolf Larsen succeeded its heav-
ing to without being swept As before,
we drifted down upon it Tackles
were made fast and lines flung to the
men, who scrambled aboard like moil-
keys.
As before, the Ghost swung out of
the trough, lifting her deck again out
of the sec and dashed before the
howling blast. It was now half-past
five, and half an hour later, when the
last of the day lost itself In a dim and
furious twilight, I sighted a third boat.
It was bottom up, and there was no
sign of ite crew. Wolf Larsen re-
posted his maneuver, holding off and
then rounding up to windward and
drifting down upon it Hut this time
he missed by forty feet, the boat pass-
ing astern.
"Number four boat!" Oofty-Oofty
cried, his keen eyes reading its num-
ber in the one second when it lifted
clear of the foam and upside down.
It was Henderson's boat, and with
him bad been lost liolyoak and Wil-
liams. another of the deep-water
crowd. Lost they Indubitably were;
but the boat remained. and Wolf Lar-
sen made one more reckless effort to
recover it.
And when he put the wheel hard
over and the Ghost's bow swung on.
I was once more burled beneath the
pounding seas and clinging for life
to the Omit at the foot of the fore-
mast, When the Ghost finally emerged
Kelly, who had come forward at the
last moment, was missing.
This time, having missed the boat
and not being in the same position as
in DM previous instancm, Wolf Lata
sen was compelled to resort to a di!
ferent maneuver. Running off before
the wind with everything to starboard.
he came about and returned close-
hauled on the port tack. Though we
were continually half-buried, there
was no trough in which to be swept,
and we drifted squarely down upon
the upturned boat, badly smashing II
as It was heaved inboard.
(TO DE CONTINUED.)
PECULIAR SPECIMEN OF WASP
In.-ect That is Setiorning More Cons
mon in England Not Pretty Thing
to Look At.
The other day a fearsome tassel
made Its appearance in the window
of a local chemist's shop, relates the
London Chronicle. The chemist, plan'
ing a little chloroform wad near the
invader, soon reduced it to • cons
toss condition. In color and shape
it was much like a giant hornet, with
a very long sting. It was a specimen
of the giant-tailed wasp (Sire. gleans),
which is getting much more common
than it was some years ago. The
Larva is a wood feeder, and is sop
posed to have been introduced to
Great Britain in foreign timber.
The perfect insect is about two
inches In length, has four membra-
nous wings, and long, yellow antennae.
The body is blueblack, with yellow
stripes, and the long boring apparatus
used by the insect for piercing a hole
into the timber to which to deposit Its
eggs has, to the uninitiated, the ap.
pearanco of a terrible sting. Whet(
hatche45 the grub bores its way into
the interior of the timber, where it
enjoys itself for Ult.,e years. or even
longer.
Luck in Wall Street.
The case of the former Wall street
messenger boy who has just paid t71,
000 for a stock esehange seat out.
his winnings in "war stocks" win
long serve to point a moral and adort
a tale of the magic possibilities of
stock speculation As against this
concrete example of successful get.
rich-quck finance, all the hard-luck el
periences of the less fortunate and
all the warnings4.bout the snares and
pitfalls of stocrgambling will be as
nothing. There was the unlucky Case
a few months ago of the bank tellsi
whose faith id war' stock profits proved
his ruin. But that is another story,
and as opposed to It here is the more
agreeable instance of the youth wile
has made good, and at thirty-one from
the humblest of beginnings bail
reached the cherished role of all stock
brokers' clerks.
Hut it Is to be noted.that be math
his fortune operating from the inside




USE THOUGHT WHEN MOVING
Snore's* of a Little Common Gime
Will Os Away With Mesh
Olassiefeet.
When out. cutlet move, bogie with
the. ennnii, out of-sight teaks that will
not render the house untidy and use
roinfortable bong before leaving It. •
Uttte thought and a look around the
I se will disclose many of the be-
longings that ate MA lit ellen! use.
Or instal" .tuft lB the pantry, In
the sturvreuni, superabundant grocery
-imippore, biesporarily discarded cloth-
ing, Nutwrduoue urueinente, company
porcelain unit gliniewarti, hooka music
and a thousand other things, all if
which can be dislodged withugt dm
ilfroriliff tbo eppeansuce of the Woe
while thee" abiding In the same will
not be the Wiser for it.
Magma of unneereeary possessions
that Stelleene else may be glint to
mho goo at, then pack clothing not
is us* into bolos and 'nark the eust-
tent. on Pitch box. Books, pictures
ate! ortiuntente ere beat packed in
rather small bozo* that are rimy to
handle. Have eeriest's, -rugs and 'nut-
ting cleaned, rolled and tied.
For peeking kitchen utensils. Joni of
fruit, rite., tube are beet, for they have
humilsm. A pot or kettle in the bot-
tom might hues* several jun plumd in
it with bite of paper, hay smeller
article*, like knives nod forks, to bold
them steady, but be cureful not to
have anything to extend higher than
the alitesi of Um tub.
Barrels are beet for the fine rhino
anti glitenware. When packing break.
able., remember that every article
lilted be prepared so that none of its
surface Is left exposed to pressure
without support? Stuff all hollow am-
tick's as full as possible, surround all
handles, stems, etc., by pudding no
thick that the article becomes, as near-
ly as mineable, a solid bull. Cup* and
glasees should not be slipped inside
each other unless well covered with
padding. Plates and 'saucers luny be
made In a pile with stuffing between,
and the whole made solid by bands
of muslin wound round them. Excel-
sior, tiny and newspapers are all good
peeking material, but often, kitchen
towels, holders, underwear, etc., way
he treed to steady. things and get
themselves transported at the same
time.
TAKE STAINS FROM BATH TUB
Kerosene the Best Agency That Can
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The most efficient method of re-
moving that oily deposit which forme
on the sides of the porcelain bathtub
end bowl is to use kerosene. Tuke
some soft paper, moisten with kero-
sene end rub over the 'soiled part
This will cut the grease easily and the
extra kerosene can be wiped up with
more paper, which, with the first,
should be burned, to avoid danger,
Vls tixturen may then be washed with
plenty of soap and hot water and
they are clean. This method requires
very little rubbing and is not inju-
rious to the finish. •
Avoid the use of soda Or scouring
powders. These will in time injure
the finish of the enamel.
To remove brown stains caused by
standing or dripping water use a lit-
tle oxalic acid and wash out with
plenty of (leer water. This is very
effective.—Nellie M. Killgore, Colo-
ratio Agricultural College, Fort Col
line, Colorado.
Corn Soup.
Cnt enough corn from the cob to
make one pint of the milky part of the
kernels without the hulls; add one
pint of hot water or plain white stock;
let It cook for ten minute's; meanwhile
have ready one quart of milk brought
to the boiling point and season with a
teaspoonful of onion juice; add this
to the corn and thicken with a table-
spoonful of flour mixed with a table-
spoonful of butter; simmer gently for
15 minutes, press through a puree
sieve, add a little butter, and serve ir
a hot tureen with croutons.
Stuffed Fillets of Whiting.
Three whitings, one small onion,
three or four mushrooms, parsley, salt
and pepper, egg, bread crumbs, clari-
fied fat or oil. Fillet the whitings
and sprinkle each piece with pepper,
salt and finely chopped onion, mush-
rooms and parsley. ,Roll each piece
up, and fasten with a little piece of
skewer. Dip them In the egg, and
then in bread crumbs, and fry in boil-
ing fat or oil. Remove the skewer's
and serve.
Large Sum for Holata'n Bull.
Oliver Cabana. the "Holstein king,
paid $26,000 for a bull at public ass
tion sale Ile has the greatest eel
lection of Holatelre the varlt
••••••
•
him Cam hr Sigh
Sam ears tale 6$ 6448,VVAE26$116516 ,=
Modification.
"Fetch ago ban its cycles."
"Maybe so, but I think this age
leas entirely too many motorcycles."
Disagreeable and Dengeroue Trouble
Is Diarrhoea. but • speedy and certain
cure is found in Mississippi Diarrhoea
Cordial. Price if/c and 600.—Adv,
Aecounting for It.
"I know a man who had a hundred
curtnin call; in a week."
"I suppose he is a matinee Idol."
"No; be was a house furnisher."
Geed Job.
Fermer—Do you want a job digging
potatoes?
Tired Tom—Tee, I do, if it's digging
out of gravy you mean.
To Save Meteorites,
The South African Journal of Sci-
ence records the steps that hare been
thus far taken at the suggestion of the
South African AMmciation for the Ad-
vancement of Science. to obtain legis-
lation In various countries relative to
the Piewereation of meteorites in the
Interests of scieuce. The committee of
sections A and C of the British asso-
ciation adopted the following resolu-
tion at the Australia meeting: "That
in view of the fact that meteoritell
which convey information of world-
wide importunce are sometimes dim
polled of privately In such a way as
to deprive the public of this informa-
tion, the council be requested to take
such steps as mny luitiate interne.
tional legisiatiqn to the matter."
Human Nature.
"Nobody—hodalurn him l—can stny
In my hotel and sneer at our progres-
sive little city!" snarled the landlord
of the Petunia Tavern after he bad
kicked a guest out and hurled his grip.
sack after him—"He said that about
all of the energy displayed by our
citizens was in running for office!"
"But," we objected. "we have often
heard you declare that this town was
the habitat-of more crooks, deadbeats,
hypocrites, fools and gossips to the
square inch than any other hamlet on
the face of the earth."
"Yes, and it's so, too!" he returned.
"But, by gosh, I live here and am privi-
leged to find as much fault as I like
with everything in town, but no
stranger has a right to criticize any-
thing!"—Kansas City Star.
Orange Omelet
Beat the yolks and whites separately
of five eggs, combine and season; add
five tablespoonfuls of cream. In which
has been dissolved two tablespoonfuls
of cornstarch. Pour into a buttered
omelet pan and cook slowly on top of
the stove until the egg is "set," then
place pan inside the oven to finish
cooking. Spread one-half of the ome-
let with orange preserves and serve
on a hot platter.
Dixie.Dessert
Scoop out the top of small sponge
cakes and fill with banana, chopped
walnut and coconut. Garnish round
the edge with slices of banana, top
with half a walnut and sprinkle with
coconut.
' Greet* Dish.
'Take two cupfuls Qf cooked rice, a
cupful of minced ham browned in but-
ter, gait cayenne and a tablestxxinftil
of sugar; put into a buttered pen and






and delicious, snappy flavor
no other food-drink equals
POSTUM
Made of *heat and a bit
of wholesome molasses, it has
tb- rich snap and tang of high-
grade Java coffee, yet con-
tains no' harmful elements.
This hot table drink is ideal
for children and particularly
satisfying to all with whom
coffee disagrees.
Post-urn comes in two forms,
The original Postum Cereal
requires boiling-. Instant
Postum is made in the cup
instantly, by adding boiling
water.
For a good time at table
and better health all 'round.
Postum tells its own. story.
"There's a Reason
















W. P. BRISENDINE, —Proprietor
Beginning
Saturday, July 8th
7 O'clock A. M.
mmon.0111111.
Free---Something for Nothing; $250 Worth Premiums---FreeEACH DOLLAR PURCHASE at our store entitles you to ONE GRAB BAG. Every bag contains a numberedticket calling for sonie article in our 'store worth from five to fifty cents. Also a chance [lc one of the TwelveSpecial and Valuable Premiums.



































































CLOSES  Saturday, July 22nd, at 4 O'clock P. M. 
Save Your Tickets with Numbers : : : Special Premiums to be Given Away
SPEND YOUR DOLLAR WITH US
visit ,nur store.




THE MURRAY LEDGER A MURRAY DITERVIE41.
0. J IJENNIN GS, EDITOR Mr. Ellison Tells His Experience..
- — - — The following brief account ofgattiesea at the postorlice at Murray, Kentucky,- tor transmission through an interview with a Murry manthe mails aa second class matter.
THURSDAY. J IT IX el. 1918
Will Vote Bond Issue.
lacluded in the petition for a
111-M000 bond issue in Marshall
,carterity, for good roads, are plans
Sae the construction of the Ben-
-toe road, from the McCracken
rekexty line to Benton, and of
zke road from the Benton road
ta Eggner's Ferry and Fair
elloaeling: the Briensburg and
ih•e road from Benton to Mur-
rats% which connects with the
Lincoln and Dixie Highwass.
-giving travel to Nashville, Louis-
ville and Chicago.
A meeting of road boosters
:NA be held in Benton soon, and
salsas made for the campaign to
owing the bond issue. Dr. Stil-
•Vg and Solon Palmer, of Benton,
h&ve direct charge of the Mar-
.'a11 county campaign.
Fr baby's croup, Willie's dai-
ry cuts and bruises, mamma's
!sore throat, grandma's lamenesat
--De Thomas' Electric Oil= the
hesssehold reinsdv. 25c and
Remedy for Poison by.
A
mg
is the season many people are
poisoned by ivy, allow to
give stuhbescrreiadbeerrewroiftes 'As 
the Ledger
It simple and effective remedy.
I do not dread poison ivy any
mitre. 1 have found a remedy
that will kill it every time.-
have used this remedy for many
years, and I have never known
it to fail, in my own case or
with anyone else who tried it.
! "Here is the 'remedy: Take
common table sale and mix with
about twice its bulk in water,
stir until as much of the salt is
dissolved as will dissolve. Apply
this water t) the affected parts,
rubbing it on well, or. if the
' poison ivy in on the hands, the
salt atone may be applied to the
affect-ell—P*0s. App!y as oftenas necessary.
"This is a safe suse remedy,one that everyone has at hand.1. have never seen this remedyj given before, so it will be wellif ye'i). clip this one out."
- to eXit7S
Quickest train Niempliis to Dallas;
Cotton Belt Route all the way; no
change .of cars. Leaves Memphis 10:10- p. in. Arrins Dallas 11:59 next ---tithe only line
• Apogra., tang solid morning, Ft. Worth 1:25 p.m.,








kale!, will be read with keen ii.
terest by every citizen.
J. A. Ellison, Murray, says:
"I suffered for a long time from
a lame back and often was hard-
ly able to stoop. The trouble
was worse when I got up in the
morning. ID. fact, I was often
hardly able--to-get out" ofbed.
Doan's Kidney Pills, from Dale
& Stubbletleld's drug store made
me feel like a different man and
all the symptoms of the trouble
left me."
OVER THREE YEARS LATER
Mr. Ellison said: "I have had no
occasion to use any kidney medi-
cine since Doan's Kidney Pills
cured me."
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy
—get Doan's Kidney Pills—the
same that Mr. Ellison has twice
pub licly recommended. Fos-
"ter-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,N. Y.
Lookilig for a Job:
Pay of Army Officers.
Just at this time when the
United States and Mexico are
upon the verge of war, many of
the Ledger's readers aye makingover three years ago, and its se- inquiry regarding the salaries of
iembers and officers of the army
and for their information the
;lowing is published which is









Private in hospital corps, 53c.
First class privateslin engin-
eers or signal corps, 60 cents.
Corporals of infantry, 70 eta.
Corporals'of engineers, signal
or hospital corps, 80 cents.
Sergeants of infantry $1.
Sergeants of engineers, signal
or hospital corps, $1.20.
Batillion sergeants, majors of
field artillery, chief trumpeters
and principal musicians, $1.33.
Quartermaster sergeant, first-
sergeatits, sergeant majors
of signal corps and first-class
musicians, $1.50.
First-class sergeants of hos-
pital corps and sergeants o field
musicians, $1.67.
First-class sergeants of engin-
gers corpse, $2.17. -
Washington, June 29. — Fof-
mer Governor James B. McCrea-
ry is here. He is a candidate
for appointment to be a member
of the Federal Farm Loan Board
'under theTheaa, rural—credits law.
The position will pay a salary of
"410, 000 a year. Two other Ken-
tuckians who are here are can-
didates for the same position.
They are John W. Newman, of
Versailles, former Commissioner
of Agriculture of Kentucky, and
W.iL.Threlkeld LErxington.
'
I -The Civic League is called to,
'meet Friday afternoon at 4
!o'clock in the court ikouse. This
!meeting will be of special 'lin-
itscrriance and --it'.1141--




 of coast artillery, master
signal electrician and chief mu-sician, $2.50.
We hnve sold our grocery bus-
iness to Messrs. Jaggers & Hood
and must ask that all persona
indebted to us to come in At
once and make settlement. We
can be found at the grocery
store.—Hood & Fain.
Miss Correne haneoek, o/ Pa-
rig, law teen_the
Geo. _Gatlin and Miss Doris Jen-





You can find some "mighty
good" ice cream freezers at Sex-
ton Brothers. 6292- -
McCormick mowers and rakes;
parts and repairs of every kind
Or both McCormickan eer-
ing mowers.—Sexton Bros. 6292
Scientific horse-shoeing; defec-
tive feet and traveling given es-
pecial attention.—E. E. Smith,
Harris Grove. 6294*
Strayed. —White and bl a c k
epotted yearling, short horns;
been gone about ten days. No-
tify J. M. Bogard, Murray, Rt.
2, and be rewarded. 6223*
Car of the "Genuine George
Delker" top buggies just receiv-
ed. Ira good buggy is what you
want we can please you.—Sex-
ton Brothers.
Scrawny Calves.
What makes a calf scrawny—
off its feed? Germs—parasites
—in the late-tines. Why not free
them of this trouble? If you wi:1
give the calf some B." A. Thomas
Stock Remedy in its feed, with-
in a week you will see it *bright-
en up and in four or five wee- syou wont know the calf. Costs
you but a few cents and we wilt
refund that if it doesn't do aswe sesa•-iSexton Bros.
Lost. —Open face Etglifivetch,size 18. Lost between Murray
l and my home. Finder return te:owner or this office.—R. G. Wil-1 hams, Murray, Rt. 7, 'phoneCumb. 6292'





• Of Proven QualityRich deign and relined beauty in knivesgorks, spoonsand fancy serving pieces 3re not attributes of sGhdsilverware alone. The skill born of long experience has pro-• doced in the famous 1B47 ROGER BROS. silver plate effects iupattern and design which make its its-met-Jr beauty second onlyto its reputation for quality—"Sriver -Plats that Wearl. "Sold by leading dealers everiwit'ere. Send for catalogue
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Steel tires set -the right way
right now; $1 50 per set.- E. E.
Smith, Harris Grove.
Mono end time-saved-by hay-
Dr. I. Z Barker, e(Parieeten,
•
was In the etJunty the first of
the week the guest of his filth-
er southwest of the city.
C. Ii. Fulton and wife KA
'Wash Boyd and wit., left Tues.
day for a several weeks, visit to
'relatives and-frtends in Milati011-
ti and Arkansas.
_ es_
J. L, Martin and wife have re-
t rned home float Sati Antonio,
Texas, where they spent the
past several months.
To feel strong., have good a_p-
petite aiiii.digs ion‘
ly and enjoy life. ipso Burdock
Blood Bitters, the family syateni
tonic. Price 31 00.
Mrs. Harold Schroeder hes
been the guest of relatives in
rTrerevant, Tenn_ the past sev-
eral day..
Hunter Furchess and wife. of
(loletewah, Tenn., art' in the
e ty for several days this guests
•of Thos. Stokes and wife. -
Misses-Maggie, Fay and Ruthing your blecksinithing dune at _Misa  Neva Baker left the  big _ Jos- Unlit last a- -Anis -1"`sso Houston left-Monday-foe
1111191"rOve Snlith• of the week for Wilmington, N. r Monday morning of this week. Texas, where they will spend the
Have Firestone carriage Om C., where oho will spend the The animal died of inflammation summer the gsests of •OW:. ,sis-
applied bilore your wheels are next few weeks, she guest of her eif tto stomach, Rule Farley ter, Mrs. Betidoe.
'Hay harvest in Calloway is un-
'der headway this week and the
rained. Prices are right.--E. E.
Smith, Harrie tirove.
Murray lodge No. WS, F, & A.
Miss Ida Nance left the put
week for Marshall county where
sbe will be employed teaching
school during the present term.
The hogshead factory of John
Harris, located near the depot,
was destroyed by fire Thursday
at about 9 o'clock. The property
was insured for a small amount.
. Dumas Scott, keeper of the
county pear farm: WU tut- wtth
a knife in the hands of Galen
Scott, an inmate of the home.
Mr. Scott's wounds are not very
serious. The Ledger did not
learn the cause of the trouble.
Galen Outland, who has been
working on the farm of 011ie
- Boyd., near Farmington, died of
typhoid fever Saturday. The re-
mains were laid at rest Sunday
afternoon at Chapel Hill. lie
leaves a wife mut two children.
-Mayfield Times.
sister, Mies Canunie Baker.
Mrs. Rob Lee left sTisesday
morning for Bridgeport, Ala., ' crop is one of the fineet ever
M., meets in regular sessiom where she will be the guest of R. T. Welk and wife left the grown in the county. Splendid,
Saturday of this week. A full her sister, Mrs. Jesse Wells, and Past week tor Omaha, Neb., weather for the harvest has pre-
attendance is desired. family for the next few weeks. week.where they will spend the next veiled for the entire k
month. Mr. Wells is • member
of the board of directors of the
W.,0. W. lodge and is attending
the regular meeting of the body.
Ladies of the Woodmen Circle
Grove, No. 132, Kirkeey, will
unveil the monument of Sover-
eign Lizzie Wrather, at Goshen,
Saturday afternoon July 8th.
All Woxlmen are specially invi-
ted es attend.
Mrs. George Cochran, aged
about 19 years, died at her home
a few miles west of the city, af-
ter a lingering illness of con-
sumption. She was a daughter
of Dee. Cole, of near Harris- J. E. Jeffrey has moved his
_Grove, and is survived by her barber shop into the building
husband and one child; recentry vacated by the Fulton
W. P. Brisendine, proprietor jewelry store. His new qua
of the "Dependon" store, makes ters are handsomely equipped
special annuancrient of a "grab- with all modern cenvenience3
bag aisle through the columns and he now boasts one of the sides his mother he is survived van; W. A. Tucker, J. W. Kirg,
----Dr. Otitis C. Wells,
moved to his new dike in the
Allen building, over Bucy Bros.,
- store, where he is making pre-
parations to install machinery
for modern optical shop and will
be in a position to manufacture
' his own work. Dr. Wells has
been in the practice of optome-
try for about three years and
has become very popular in the
-optical world. a resident of Chickasha for eight
ears 6Ilre. Dean Bogard. sged about Y , ogaged in farming aid
60 years and one of the well 
mercantile persuits. - Mayfield
known ladies of the western part "me.'
of the county, died Thursday - John e. McDaniel, from eve-
morning at her home near West tlYwhere, arrived here the latter
Fork church after a short illness part of the past week together
• of fever. She was a splendid with his wife and they are guests
at the McDaniel boarding house
Mr. McDaniel is well known in
this county and is the father of
Odie McDaniel, of near New-
berg. He is under treatment of
a local physicial and will possi-
bly remain in Murray for some
time.
Mrs. Benetta Frazier passed
away last Saturd a y at 12:30
o'clock at her home on Institute
street after a short illness of flux.
Raleigh Moloan and wife left
last Saturday night for St. Louie,
Mo., where they will be the
guests of her sister, Mrs. Jot n-
ate Marshall, and family for sev-
eral days.
Bob Shoemaker, guard in the
penitentiary at Eddyville, was
in the county a few days the
flat of. the week the guest of
his family near Dexter and was
transacting business in Murray
also.
Van Iligginsisettile in last Sat-
urday evening from Browns-
ville, Tenn., where he is the lo-
cal agent for the Southern 'Ex-
press Co. Mrs. Higgins has
been the guest of relatives the
past week.
Henry Smoot came in the first
ot. the Week from Pensacola,
woman and had many friends.
She was the widow of Henry
Bogard and is survived by two
children, Mrs. Andrew Christen-
berry and Bird Ezell, both of
whom are also very ill of fever.
The burial took place in the
West 'Fork grave yard.
Co. L. K. N. G., got away last
Saturday on the 7:30 train via
Paris for the mobilization camp
at Ft. Thomas. The company
mustered more than one hun-
dred members before leaving
and were joined at Paris by an
additional ten or twelve recruits.
Fully 1,500 Murray and Callo-
way people gathered at the sta-
tion to bid the boys good-bye.
Refeshment were served and the
boys left amid the shouts and
tears of friends and families.
Winchester & Roberts held a
loose leaf sale last week at their
' factory at which time about 20,-
000 pounds of the weed war off-
ered and sold at very satisfacto
ry prices. The aserage prices
for the leaf and lugs was about
as high as at any time during
_seep gpagon, Lugs averaged $6.50
while ffie leaf was sold at an av-
erage price of $9. This firm ex-
pects to hold the last sale of the
season next week and growers
who have tobacco yet on hand
and expect to sell on this floor
should make endeavor to deliv-
er their crop before Thursday of
next week.
OLDER BUT STRONGER
To be healthy at seventy, prepareit
forty‘ is sound advice, because,• in the
strength of middle life we too often forget
that neglected-cold, or careless treat-
ment of slight achesrind pains, simply
undterrnine strength and bring chronic
weakness for later years.
To be stronger when (Adel., keep your




properties of tt's Emulsion which lie
food, a tcaic and a medicine to keep your
blood rit"..:, al 1 c -..i.-1 t e a- laminae i -ma a 1,i
Avega' fiqtreller No :decoked tu de-cat': e.






BERtEDIRAL 1US Di OF BANKS
go
Not only do our strong VAULTS and strong LOCKS
make your money safe when it is in our bank but this
also. our bank is a. member of the FEDERAL RE-
'SERVE system of banks. which make one nation-wide.
ii-W4-"CEATIVe solidly Ifriked together to PRO-
TECT our depositors.
We can go to our Central Reserve Bank when we
'want to aan get MONEY on our securities. You can
coma to us when you want to and get YOUR morel.
Put YOUR 'MONEY in OUR bank.
.F11;8T NATIONAL BANK
Fla., to spend Some time the of this issue of the Ledger. Ma- best shops in Western Kentucky.
ny valuable premiums are to _be
given le' the customers of the
store for the next several weeks.
Read the advertisement for par-,
ticulars,
guest of his parents, Judge
Smoot and wife. Henry is with
the Overland automobils compa-
ny of that city and has a splen-
did position as demonstrator.
Mr. J. A. Jones and wife will
leaves this morning for Chicka-
sha, Oklahoma, on a two weeks'
visit to their son, S. A. Jones.
The last named gentleman is a
Calloway countian and has been
Mrs. Frazier was 82 years old
and had been a resident of this
city for many years, coming to
Murray from Henry coun t y,
Tenn., where she was born and
reared. Mrs. Frazier, despite
her advanced years, was one of
the most active women in our
city, having full charge of her
household affairs up until a very ceeding Mr. Wright who has
short time previous to her death. been transferred to the messen-
She possessed an unusu a 11 ger service with a run out of hisy
strong mind, a character that old home town, Hickman, Ky.
was unexcelled, a devout, chris- Mr. Ladd is a splendid young
tian mother, loving and lovable, man and comes to our town with
and her death, though it came
in the long shadows of the after-
noon of life, leaves a mantle of
sorrow over the entire commun:
ity. She is survived by two
sons, Con and Charlie, of this
city, and numerous relative in
Henry county. Since the death
of her husband many years ago
she and her son, Con, have been
companions of the household, and
the tender devotion of mother to
son and the manly loin) and care
for mother by the sonshas elicit-
ed the admiration of the entire
community. Her life has been
a benediction to those who had
the pleasure of her intimate ac:
quaintance and will remain a
cherished memory. Funeral ser-
vibes were conducted by Ileve.
Thompson and Green. in 'the
Christian church Sunday after-
noon at 1 o'clock and the remains
were laid to rest in the City LINIMEN
also last his fine horse orts simi-
lar trouble Thursday of this
•
The Outland school will con-
vene Monday, July 10. Every'
pupil, patron and other friends
to the school are cordially 'nvit-
ed and requested to be prese t,
shake hands and be friendly on
the above date and at all. other
times during the school year.-
J. Herbert Brinn and Miss Lula
Calhoon, teachers.
Chas. Head, of Louisville,
Gordon Head, of Dallas,Tex., and
Ewett Head, of New York City,
have been in the city for several
days at the bedside of their
mother, who is a patient at the
Murray Surgical Hospital. Mrs.
Head remains quite ill and but
slight hopes are entertained for
her recovery.
The trustees of the Hazel High
'School met this week and elected
Prof. G, R. Haley as principal
, of the school for the coming
term, The other teachers elect-
led are, Miss Ruth Turnbow, let
assistant; Mrs. Hoyt Lamb, 2nd
John Mc Meloan and wife, of
Nashville, arrived here last Fri-
day to spend two week d the
guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Dee Mitchell, and to see their
son, John Hendrick Meloan, be-
fore he departed with Co. L. for
Fort Thomas.
A protracted meeting is in
progress at the Christian church 
atWine-and large cio-Vids are
said to be attending. Rev. Ira
Douthit, the pastor, is being as-
sisted by Rev. T. B. Thompson,
of Murray, in the meeting.-
May field Times.
_The teachers for the Hardin
Graded and high School are
A. Fitch and Harrieons Fitch, Mrs. Willie Hargrove, of Almo, took active tnterest in both theprincipals; Miss Regina Pace, !Mrs. Clay G. Beak, af Memphis, convention and the basket din.7th and.-8th grades: Miss Anne'land Mrs. Hamp Jonee, of Mar- Ser.
eon. Funerel services The chief speakers of the dayJoy Holland, primary.-Hardin I were conducted at the home of were: Prof. Champion, Bowl-
Mr. Matheny Sunday afternoon ing Green: J. L. Starks, state
after which the remains were secretary of the Sscialist party
lain to rest in the City Cemetery. of Kentucky, Louisville; Dr,
Wesson, I. 0. Feed and J. L.
Socialists Nomisate Caadidate.
by two- brothers, Ethan and Joe M. B. Phippe, Jake Tit kerman,
Campbell, intermediate; Mimi
Enterprise.
Mrs. J. G. Jones and daugh-
ter, Miss Gladys, returned to
their home in Paris after spend-
ing the past three weeks in the
city the guests of their_ daugh-
ter and sister, Mrs. Geo. Gatlin.
They will leave Paris within the
next few days for an extended
trip to relatives in Mississippi.
Billie Huie and Luther Jack-
son, who recehtly formed a part-
nership to engage in the restau-
rant business, are now quarter-
ed in the building vacated by
the Jeffrey barber shop. This
firm purchased the Fulton foun-
tain and have one of the clean-'
est cafes and cold drink stands
in the city.
The Ledger is in receipt of a
card from Will Bynum who has
been at Benton, Ind., attending
the fair and which reads: "Start-
ed Billie Sunday here today in a
assistant; Miss Burnie Washer, race with eight horses, all good
3rd, 4th and 5th grades; and-ones. Won the race inrstraight
Miss Bradie Denham, 1st and heats. Never lost a heat. Ship
2ed grades.-Hazel News. from her e to Lawrenceburg,
Paul Ladd, of Hardin, who IncL" Bynum's friends here
has been with the company in wish for him continued success
Paducah for sone time comes to with his splendid:little horse.
Murray as express agent, sue- Bert Ray was:the only mem-
ber of Co. L. that didinot leave
last Saturday afternoon for Ft.
Thomas. Capt. Clark:granted
Mr. Ray a fprlough until the
company was called to leave for
the Mexican border. This ac-
splendid recommendations. . tion was taken on account of the
The Calloway County Teach- 
continued serious illness of Mrs.
ers Institute will be convened in 
..Ra.. y, who is suffering of pellag-
this city the third Monday in ''''
this month for a five days..sesd Harry Irvan, son of IMrs. Ma-
sion. The conductor has not tilde Irvan, of this city, died
been selected up to this time, I suddenly last Saturday evening
but the Ledger learns that the l abcut 7 o'clock while at work in
county superintendent is making' a field on the Dr. Gingles farm,
endeavor to secure the services near Kiiksey. The yaung man
of Mrs. Cora Wilson Stewart, of had been engaged in drilling
moonlight schoolsfame, to hold peas in company with Hugh
the institute. _ IGingles, when Mr. Gingles left
 the field to carry a horse to the
— - blacksmith Mr. Irvan only had a
U sr tic f.ew trhowts tokdrill tfnoremcormpcleint-.A
For Sprains, Lameness, . tgtields
hieitnurtnosedalhi oHmaerryhiasndmoctohmeer
Sores, Cuts, Rheumatism
Penetrates and Heals. 
to supper. Mr. Gingles went
Stops Pain At Once 
'out to the field where he discovs
Fat Man and Beast
25c. 50c. $1. At All Dealers.
I
ing. ICemetery immediately follow-
Àt
ered the•lifeless body. _Death is
supposed to have resulted from
heart failure or sunstroke. De-
ceased was about 29 years of age
I"and was well 'c'krsowe and had-
Selle'eseassessaseeliewee
0.0111.01.11
Irvine of this city, and five sis-
ters, Mrs. Kenneth - Matheny,
this city, Mrs. J. A. Belcher and
Paducah, Ky., July 5.-The
Socialists of the First district
met at Sheehan's school yester-
darand celebrated the _Fourth
by holding a basket picnic and
convention.
I. 0. rictrd, of Paducah, was
nominatesion the first ballot fcr
congress. J. L. Bell, of Kutta-
wa, Lyon county, was nominat-
ed for presidential elector.
Strong resolutions were adopt-
ed condemning the sending of
United States troops into Mexi-
co, copies of which were sent to
President Wilson and to con-
gress.
The official delegates present
were: Dr. I. A. Wesson, Win-
go; R. L. Penn, Kevil; J. L
Bell Kuttawa; Mark R. Brown,
Almo; Sohn Smith, W. M. Le-
Mr. and Mrs. I. 0, Ford, Marion
Berry, Paducah.
A large crowd was le esent and
Mr. Ford announced during
the day that he would stump the
entire district during the cam-
paign in the interest of the par-
_Automobile Fees.
A total of 24,725 - automobile
licenses have been issued by
Commissioner Byars since Dec-
ember 31, fees amounting to
$159,709 40; and 1,330 motorcy-
cle licenses for $5,205 22, in ad-
dition to which $2,088 have been
collected for chauffeurs' licenses
making a total revenue for the
first six months of 1916 of $167,-
002.62, as compared to $98,585.-
27 for the first six months of
1
1615.-Frankfort State Journal:






"One of our sales.
men demonstrated the
value of the Long Dis.
tance Telephone to us.
—fle was at Huntsville,.
Ala., and up'on.his own
responsibility put. in
Long Distance calls for fifteen merchants within
radius of several hundred miles.
In less than one hour he had sold 2100 barrels
of flour at a total cost to us oT less than.six dolla:s.
"Since then we have applied the Long Distance
Bell Telephone to every feature of our business with
most profitable results. The service is fine, the
rates are reasonabie and there is more satisfaction
in One Long Distance Telephone than in half
a dozen letters".
CUMBERLAND TELEPHONE
.",.. •AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY






TIM IRWIIILLY =OWL IIIMILAT,Y.
"TOP" GRAVEN GOT HIS WISH
When "Top " 1 raven left port on
the sty frieute Mitoteeste its a navy
sauslign he erawied under a farpauliti
before he was out of eight of leild to
die in peace, At the mid of the eettoutl
dm), he ens still under the tarpaulin
awl etmaidenshly diseippointed becatiMP
PIP M 111111414Rn had not guile dawn. A
friendly Aker looked In upon him
_ *tau h I tUrA 1.1 HMV.
"Is there anything you want?"
nakeil the ionver.
. "Toe bet there la" manned "Top."
-1 Waist a good big bole on dry Intel to
crawl into."
Tolley the brilliant thatch *Weil
gave hint hit nicknante has moistly the-
epee-sired tool he it lovingly culled "A bid
Man" Crtiven. He site in a great Ake
on the nineteenth floor of i;•.4 Na Pm' u
street mei pore* over plans anti sped-
Ocetietts %Lich are to give New 1 ork
city Its duel subway eyeteitt, the great-
est underground transit myistem in the
world. At last "Top" Craven got his wish. Ile new has a' "hole on dry land
to crawl iners" several V them, In fact. and when they ere ..colueleted they SEULbe the tnreeirt -1110-Ttle-Tnitge-iitin'  the world.
Alfred Craven Is chief engineer of the New York
Mon and tiniest a salary of $20.0(NI a year, the highest remuneration payed to
any public edictal In the Mate of New York.
After graduating front private school in Bound Rock, N. J., at seventeen,
Craven secured a congressional appointment ut the United Stntes Naval
*Leadenly, which vent. then temporarily lectittel at Newport. It. 1.. owing to the
Civil war. Ile was graduated us ensign and Six yen 's+ Inter pro ttttt ted to the
!auk of master. having been presented by congress with a Jerrie.. medal. -
lie then resigned and joined the state geologteal survey of California.
Moto this survey_ we ceinPlet cd he took up the study of Irrigation awl cirri
 ...0.611WWEIW 
public service rotunda-
plans which later helleal to wake the Snernmento and Sett Jouquin valleyir
*We fertile and productive. Later he joined the miners at Virginia City al
an engineer. which proved decidedly profitable.
 .4111•••• 
OUR yam VICE PRESIDENT
Here Is Vice President
In test bon mot : In tbe course of the
senate proceedings one morning he
called for a vote on an amend:neat that
was of such a routine nature that no
senator had enough interest in It to go
to the bother of expressing himself.
"All in favor please vote aye."
suld Marshall.
And nobody said aye.
"All opposed say nay," directed
Mershall.
Anil nobody said nay.
"Very well," ruled Marshall. quick-
ly, "the vote is a tie. The vice presi-
dent votes eye. The gyee._ havolLn_ _ 
Mr. Marshall used to be a news-
paper owner and editor. The other
duty an old newspaper friend from In-
diana was visiting the vice - president,
and in showing the Indianan about,
Mr. Marshall took him Into the press
gallery of the senate. The vice presi-
dent looked around to Roe If there
were any of the buys he knew, and, recognizing uue, he presented his Indiana
friend.
"Do you think you can qualify as a newspaper man so as to resister your
friend?" the vice president was asked. '




Possibly because of her successful
business career, possibly because she
was born that way, Mrs. Woodrow Wil-
son is mighty SSuick-witted, resourceful
and self-reliant. She gave a little ex-
hibition of these qualr.les the other
day while out shopping. Whey she
entered a nexliste's shop on Connec-
ecut avenue she forgot to put on the
brakes in I10111 electric machine. ---
While Mrs. Wilann weal trying on a
hat, a salesgirl, looking through a win-
slow. exclaimed:
"Oh. there Is an auto sunning
loose down the streeL"
Mrs. Wilson dropped the hat. le-
the shop on the5 run and jumped into
The electric, which was rapidly gain-
ing roomeottnn as it rolled away.
Mrs. Wilson quickly stopped the
ear, whirled it about awl brought it
to a stop in front of the shop. After
carefully adjusting the brakes, she re-
entered the shop.
"I'lltry that hat on again, now," smiled the first lady of
enlesgirl.
=10.1111111,1.111 
the land to thE
ORDERS ARE GIVEN
FROM FT. THOMAS
WI RANKING OFFICIRS OP KIN,
TUCKY NATIONAL GUARDS
SAYS ADJT. GIN. SW&
REGIMENTS ARE EXAMINED
Sergeant Barnes Released From Fed-
eral Service and Is Given State
Commission.
Meets' Frankfurt outrespentiems•
Frankfurt. -Further orders for the
movement of state troops to the mobil-
!tattoo camp will be lesued direct front
Fort Thomas to the company cutn•
glanders. Mit. (Ion. Kills said. Major
'1'. W. VVuotlyard, brigade quartermas-
ter, is there. and ouch orders will ex-
pedite the movement. 1) Company.
HopitInsville, with the hand; II. Hart•
ford end I. Earlington, of the Third.
have already left rad others may
leave as eoon as transportation faci.11-
ties are available. . If not they will
move to Fort Thomas. aceordtng to the
latest word received here D Com-
pany, Second Regiment. aVhitemburg.
14.4404u004, Moffitt. -re-
cently reorganized, are to report at
Fort Thomas for inspection there.
Telegraphic orders 'wise received from
Washington that 'iliWrgeant James
Barnes has been discharged from the
regular army to receive a commission
as first lieutenant and batallion adju-
tant in the First Regiment.
liteeduelty Shares Well,
Voider the terms of the flood Roads
agreed to by tbe house ac-
eordIng to a report froth Washington,
Kentucky will receive 11.601,000 froze
the federal government ter the lIso
prevenient of her highways duriug the
neat five years, provided the state
"puts up" a like amount The bill pro.
vides that the following sums shall be
Paid to Kontuulty for highway improve-
ment during the neat Ste Iowa, be-
ginning July 1, OW 'First year, 1100,-
SOO; second year, 1301,204); third year.
1301.1100. fourth year, $403,100; fifth
year, triurinie. Assuming that the
state will acquiesce In the heitalui-
half plan for state highway Improve.
meat, an aggregate of 53,011.000 will
be espented during the nest five years
for the improvement of Kentucky high-
ways. The bill provide, that under
the dollar-fur-dollar plan Indiana shall
expend $1.114.000 for improving her
roads, as against $1.%09,000 Kentucky
will expend for the same purposio.
aids High on Stet* School.
More (hap a tiniest bids on the wall
of Improving buildings at the Ken-
tucky School for the Blind at Louis-
ville were rejected at • meeting of the
board of visitors of that institution.
The rejections were caused by the
fact that the hide in the aggregate az-
everted $20,otte, the sum appropriated
by the recent legialatuee for the work.
Increase in the cost of building mate.
rlal meclelt Impossible to Improve the
Institution secording to Plans with the
--money allowed, It was explained. A
now heating plant awl laundry will be
Installed at the school and new bids
for the work will be asked for shortly.
The letting of the bid for the supply
of coal was deferred until the neat
meeting. Thome who compose the
board of visitors are Bennett H.
iYoung, president; Charles P. Weaver.
'T. L. Jefferson. Thomas C. TimberlakeState Opens-Trial. and. Wt Kaltenbacher. Mr._Timber.The examining - trial of Eugene 1P- lake wig not present at the meetingMcDonald, the Lexington Insurance
Man, under arrest on a charge of mur-
dering William Dabbe of the same of-
fice. here Friday night, June 14, began
before 1'ounty Judge It. C. Illeatt.
Dabbs' body was found on the railroad
right of way just beyond the eastern
entrance Of the tunnel leading Into
Frankfort. McDonald insists that he
was in Lexington and the Comma
wealth devoted much of its ...tention
to an attempt to prove that McDonald
was in Frankfort that day. His stenog-
rapher, Dora McNeal, of Lexington.
said he was not In the office after 11
o'clock that morning, and Mrs. Mose
Shubiniski testified that she saw him
get on the interurban car near Frank-
fort. bound for Lexington. about 9:30
o'clock that night. The circuit court
room was packed when the examining
trial commenced. McDonald appeared
calm, even when required to stand up
_and Aim_ _around for --1,nspection—by-
witneis who was called Upon to Iden-
tify' him.
Bell County Mks Ald.
Bell county made the first formal
request for convict labor and a requi-
sition was made- on tho State Board
of Prison Commissioners for nearly
100 men to finish the construction of
the Dixie Highway from the Tennes-
see line, through aliddiesboro and
Pineville to the Knox county line. The
requisition was made by Road Com-
missioner R. C. Terrell in conformity
with the request. The prison broad
will take up consideration of a plan
for working convicts at once. Bell
county relinquishe, its claim to any
share in the state aid fund, but will
arrange for the use of motor trucks
and other machinery belonging to the
county. The first bond issue has been
expended and the project is not com-
pleted. The requisition calls for a
blacksmith, two rock drillers, 35 quar-
ry men, 20 road hands, 12 bridge
hands, water carriers; cooks 'arid men
to operate gasoline titieliF end rollers
and a stMim shovel.
To Create Market Bureau.
The agricultural extension hoard of
the State University Trustees will
meet here soon to consider details of
the co-operative demonstration pro-
ject for submission to the federal
authorities. It is understood that
$10,000 will be used for establishing
a marketing bureau, a new venture
in Kentucky. This board has control
of the funds for pig, corn and canning
clubs and all other agricultural ex-
tension and demonstration work, and
farmers' institutes. Last year the
state 'and federal government spent
$123,000 In this work. There are now
68 county farm agents in the state
working under it and a large corps of
workers In other 'branches of its ac-
tivities.
lamielana is the enly United States
senator who hits ever served as tang
Of Honduras.
Broussard used to spend a great
deal of time. in Central America, and
once he happened to be a guest at the
palace of Honduras when there oc-
curred one a Those fascinating little
(-Sentra' American revolutions, such as
have popularized a great Many of our
buslAt writers of adventure fiction.
The ruler that Broussard was vis-
iting was driven from the palace, but
the revolutienists were unable to in-
stall the new ruler they had picked for
the job. So It was agreed by the two
factions that Bob Broussard, se long as
he was right 'there on hand, should act
_as a sort of king pro teutware.
Bramasard.'however, did not lean
.tnuch toward the king.'husiess under
the circumstances. Ile tv,as free to ad-
omit that with eonditions eight he MightSe willing tic tnke up Irtftging flea perutatient-oectipation,' But he did not wish
butt in on their revolution. • -So In a quiet. unextentations wanner he vacated
I In tiaro•_*, Intog up his crown on the hat rack, speaking figuratively. and made
*.ike across the country's' laseater, leitsring his eattro kinipiorn flat oti 1th bn'Ck.
•
‘n,
Slate Tax Commission Meets,
The State Tax Commission, com-
posed of H. H. Huffaker, of Louisville,
chairman; George L. Pickett. of Shel-
byville; T. P. Gardner, of Bardwell; S.
R. Glenn, of F:ddyville; H. M. ,Brock,
ef Harlan; R. B. Hutchcraft, of Paris,
and Jack Oliver. ofAllan county, held
a meeting in Winchester. The com-
mission then went to Harlan, and then
to Ashland.
New Rings at Fair.
At a meeting of the directors of the
Capital Fair Association at the Elks'
Home, plans for the fair this year
were discussed and several new rings
were added to the present list of offer-
ings. it Is the plan of the directors to
make the fair this year an exhibition
that will appeal to every citizen of
Franklin county, and, with that end
to view, arrangements have been made
to offer several rings for their exclu-
sive benefit. It ea, decided to offer a
ring devoted to Franklin county colts
of various types and $50 in prizes of
$26, $15 and $10 will be awarded for
the best specimens, provided as many
as ten entries are made. Another ring
that was inaugurated, and one that is
certain to attract wide attention, is
the directors' ring, which will be open
only to the directors of the miracle._
HOW--
Company L Is Honored.
Over one hundred persons, friends
and relatives of the members of Com-
pany L, Second Kentucky Infantry,
gathered at the old Capitol grounds
for the purpose of showing their ap-
preciation and doing honor to the
young men who will leave this city
shortly for the Mexican border. Stir-
ring anti patriotic addresses were
made by a number of Frankfort
speakers. Mayor Joseph Rupert was
master of ceremonies and introduced
the speakers.
Analyze Charred Remains.
Investigation failed to reveal any-
thing concerning . the finding of the
charred remains of what is supposed
to have been a human botly a short
distance from Belle Point on the farm
of Lee Buckley. It is probable that
the ashes will be sent to the Ken-
tucky Experiment Station at Lexing-
ton for an analysis, the authorities
-hoping by this meant to tell whether
a human body was consumed in the
flames.
Prisoner Wins Freedom.
Saving a human life earned liberty
for John Meeks, who lost his liberty
by letting a life. He has served eight
years of a life sentence in the Re-
formatory for killing a man in Boone
county. Another prisoner a few 'ears
ago attacked Guar.(' P. J. Mulkern, of
Louisville. with a Shoe knife and-laid
the guard's cheek' open from his eye
to his throat. Just as the prisoner
struck at the guard's heart, %reeks
,seized the prisoner. For this act he
has just been paroled. -Meeks has no
relatives.
Governor Names "Delegates,
Governor Stanley named Attorney
General M. M. Logan, Senator Hite
Huffaker, and Peter Lee Atherton, of
Louisville, delegates, and R. C. Old-
ham, of Carlisle; Peyton Clark, of
Louisville, and Dr. J. A. Averdick. of
Covington. alternates to the National
Tax Association conference at In
dianapolis. August 20 to 31.
Wiley to Be Road Head,
Rodman Wiley. of Georgetown. chief
bridge engineer in the state road de-
partment, will succeed Robert C. Ter-
rell as state road commission. Gov-
ernor Stanley has already issued his
commission to Mr. Wiley. Mr. Ter-
rell has beell commissioner since the
to-Patton -. is • • • r en our yearr
ago'.
Enoch Waits is Set Free.
Enoch Waits, former messenger at
the State Library, serving six months
In the Franklin county jail for steal-
ing books from the library, wAs given
his liberty so he can support his wife
and 'children, who are destitute. Waits
has served four months and the re-
mainder was rtated.., ,
Senator Spear is Tipped.
State Senator George' G. Speer, ot
Frankfort. will be appointed_ state
banking commissioner to succeed
Thomas J. Smith in the near- future.
Although Governor Stanley has de.
clinOd to give out a statement about
this °Mee, it became vacant July 1,
and the appointment of Senator Speer
is considered a certainty. Rankin ft
ReTtil, who has been deputy urider
Comminsionev.,Smith. and Rodes Set.
tie, bank examiner. and V. V. Pack-
wood, clerk, will be retained under the
new aSministratfou, it is anderatof4
PENITENTIARY IS
SCENE OF FIRE
PLAMSS CAUSE DAMAGE OF
00,1100 TO RIFORMATORY MID
GUARD FIRES FIRST ALARM
Hundred Convict Fire Fighters Sent-
moned—National guard lee-
round Prison,
W ea i•ro N•wsperer Linton 14• roe *wry kw.
Frankfort, Ky destroying and
damaging 1tio.000 werth of property at
Fraukturt Penitential.) end vtvinitr.
originated in the Fraatafort Vhair Co.
Tom losses follow: The Frankfort
Chair Co., 129,000; penitentiary build-
Inc owned by slats $10,000; Reliance
Menufact urine Co., 134.00u; /10111*
Montgomery Shoo Co.. $4,000; lenses-
fort and Cincinnati Railroad Co, De-
pot, 11.000; Colored Baptist Church.
000, and other trifling losses totalling
811.300. The tlre was discovered by
Charles Norris, a guard, who gave the
alarm by firing his shot gun. Warden
Wells, summoned the prison lire de-
parttnetit; leaded by Jim Crane, • ne-
gro life man from Covington, and J. 1'.
Ridley, a negro twenty•yeer man from
Scott county. These directed a force
of 100 convicts Captain F. II, Luse*
responded to the call and brought L
Company. KentuSk9 National Board,
to surround the prison. The soldiers
stood guard mail the 1,400 convicts
were housed In the fireproof cell build-
ings. Not a man was missing And not
a man had tried tO. escape.
COUNTIES PLEDGE SUPPORT
Madison and Rockcastls Represented
at Road Meeting at Berea.
Berea, Ky.— An enthusiastic meefleg
In the interest of the Dixie Highway
was held here. The meeting was at-
tended by members of the courts of
Madison and Rockcastie counties, by
delegations from Richmond and Mt.
Vernon and by a large crowd of local
citizen's R. E. Turley, chairman of
the Madison county council, presided.
W. S. Gilbreath, of Chattanooga, Dixie
highway secretary, told of tbe prep
rens being made along the eastern
route and announced that a party in
lift) automobiles would go Over the en-
tire route in October. .
State Road Commissioner R, C. Ter-
rell made a strong plea for the tom-
oletion of the gap across part of Madi-
son and Rockcastie counties. Judge
Ballard, of Rockcaetle _countas_re-tatart--
ed the progress of the work in his
county and announced that work will
begin on the highway within thirty
days and be completed before Novem-
tier I. judge Baxter, of Madison coun-
ty, pledged the support of hit county
and promised that the highway would
be extended to the Rockcastie line as
soon as that county decides definitely
where the roads will meet. W. A.
Sparks, president of the eastern sec-
tion of the Dixie Highway Association,
and President- Frost, of Berea College,
made addresses.
APPLIES FOR COMPANY CHARTER
Paducah, Ky.—Having received a
sufficient number of men Harry Carr
and J. G. Caldwell, who have.served
In the United States army, will make
application to Gov. Stanley for a char-
ter for a company of state guards at
Paducah. Enough men have agreed
to become members to insure the or-
ganization of a company, and the pro-
moters propose to have the company
ready in a short time to serve if the
United States and Mexico engage in
WRr.
GOOD STAKES AT SPRINGFIELD.
Springfield, Ky.—The premium list
for the Washington county fair, to be
held here August 3. 4 and 5, has been
announced. There will be a $500 stake
dt harness horses on the first day
and a stake for a like amount for sad-
dle horses to be decided on the last
day of the fair. A .novelty will be a
stake of $150 for the best ?flare mule
colt. The colt winning is to become
the property of the fair assoclistion,
to 'be delivered sound October 1,
OHOL FOR ALLIES
Versailles, Ky.—The installation of
a large copper column condenser and
other expensive equipment at the
Greenbaum distillery at Midway, for
the distillation of alcohol, has been
completed, and the distillery will be-
gin at once on a contract to make al-
cohol to be used in the manufacture
of munitious for the .Allied armies of
Europe. The distiller, finished its run
of whisky last week,
TAX COMMISSION AT HARLAN.
Harlan, Ky.—lcastate tix commis;
stoners composed V Senators Hite
Huffaker, S. R. Glenn and H. M. Brock,
Representative D. W. Gardner, R. B.
Hutchcraft and George L. Pickett held
a public meeting Sere. Zeb A. Stew-
art. chairman of (hit Commercial Club,
presided and addresses were made by
H. H. Steel; of Middlesboro; Dr. A.
Gatliff. J. B. Mahan and A. T. Slier. of
Williamsburg; Judge T. J. Asher, of
Pineville; Judge W W. Lewis. Judge
Jahn A. Ward  and JW4._,Fartnar-.
FAREWELL GIVEN SOLDIERS
Crowd Illde Neskineviiie 
Guardsmen
041•41.111y at Depot.
Hupklasvflle Ky --Lieutenant 
rola.
nd W II Bassett and live other regi-
mental °Meer* of the Thed 
Regiment,
Kentucky Nationig Guard the 'third
Regiment Hand (a lb men. under Di-
rector II L. Lebitueeher, anti Cumpany
IL under Captain Henry J. Steels, 121
strong, left here out a special train' tor
the mobilisation camp at II Thomas.
The men had little equipment, but
*ill be fully equipped at let Thomas.
one -of this largest crowds seen here
In years was at the depot to bid the
soldiers good hy, anti it was a tearful
but inspiring time A brio, but eke
quent word of farewell nit behalf of
the tatisras. in general *am spoken to
the soldiers by. Colonel W. R, Howell.
lie closed his remarks with the prayer,
beautifully ittpressed, that the young
men tufgh, his returned ears and un-
haunted to their homes.
I KENTUCKY BREVITIES I
Paris, Ky. Thomas George. grocer,
filed a deed of aselltiltUrnt. H.
A. Power, of the Power Wholesale Bra-
very Cu.. Patio, sapience Ills liabili-
ties will amount to about $1,000.
Paducah. Ky—Cities in Western
KetiTucliy and South;fiCiltirini—Piii:
ticipated in the preparedness parade
In Paducah, July 4. Tito company of
State Guertin at Murray were also In
line with about 10,000 civilians.
Marlon. Ky.—Nineteen applicants
for certincates to- teach school were
before the county board of examiners
hers.---ortnen Were granted cer-
tificates, two first class and eight set'-
enit 11111111—eittlfkit4el: •
WhItesburg. Kr—Plant. are being
made in Knott county for the veiling
of an election fur voting a $200,000
bond Inoue for good road work in that
county. It is said the election will
be celled for the neat sixty days.
Owensboro, Ky.—The city council
will sit as jury, hearing the charges,
that have been maJle against Chief of
Police James Bell by Patrolman Wm.
Robbins. The patrolman alleges that
the chief has endeavored to prevent
him from enforcing laws relative to
gambling and immoral resorts.
West Point, Ky.—The case of West
Point against George Marcum :for op-
erating a dance hall without a license
was tried here before II. C. Wathen.
a specially appointed Judge, and re-
sulted in a hung Jury. The ease will
be given another hearing lit the near
future.
_Mt.- Sterling, Ky.—Secretary Wood,
St The Montgomery County Fair Ai-
sociation, has set apart July 20 as
Louisville day at the Montgomery
county fair, and every effort will be
made to get the boatel of' trade /to
send a big delegation here on that day
to mingle with the citizens and at the
same time advertise the Falls City,
Winchester, Ky.—A letter received
from Corporal George Dennis, of the
Third United States Infantry, who is
with Gen. Pershing in Mexico, tells of
a slight wound he received in a fight
with bandits, when the bandits a!-
tacked the town of Del Rio, where tbe
soicaers were encamped. Dennis is a
sharpshooter.
Hickman, Ky.—The occupation tax
ordinance, passed some time ago by
the city council, has reached final pat-
sage anti taxes on this account will
be due and payable next week: Fail-
ure to pay promptly lays on11able to.
a fine of from $5 to 10 for etch day.
Money secured by the tax will be op-
plied to the street fund.
Columbia, Godfrey -
Hunter, promoter of the proposed rail-
road from a point on the L. & N. to
Columbia. has been here two days
perfecting arrangements which will
be concluded next week. After that
day a corps of engineers will be put
to work looking to the early construo
Bon of the road.
Owensboro, KY.—Mayor James H.
j-lickman announced that Col. E. 0.
Buckner, of Wilmington, Del., hadmade a contribution of $20,000 to thecity of Owensboro for the purpose of
building a tuberculostit sanatorium inthis city. The city will be requiredlo
purchase the ground and maintain the
hospital. Col. Buckner_wassioe ettattyyears a resident of Owensboro.
• 
Miirray,lcy.---Cordis Cole. a boy V=fl years, was arrested charged withshooting Jim Burnett from anftwah,"; 13loodhownds put on the trail stopped
I
at the home of young Cole The offb •eeri tool t charge of him sea ptailarhim in the county jail at this plate:
West Point, Ky.—The suit of Mrs.Ella Geoghegan, of Louisville, for the
personal property of her husband, Jas.
Geoghegan, who died suddenly Jan-uary 19, has been settled by Mrs Ze-rade Geokhegas, who retains a life in-terest in all real estate and pays $621 -2,5 in cash to James Geogheitan'swidths and turns over all stock and Im-plements on her farni to AmbroseGeoghegan's widow
_ 1
Beattyyille, Ky.—Cunningham st'Sleckett drilled In _their first












































































































































1111 1111211AT Mom. atUlISAY.' T.
n Woman's Realm GOOD TARIFF PLANK
Sweater Coats in Infinite VarieW Have Been Provided for the Lov-
ers of Outdoors—Cotton Corduroy One of the Most Practi-
cal Materials—Straw Hats With Vivid Stripes a Fea-
ture of the Millinery Modes.
There are so fenny kind* of sweater
coats awl aperts emits to choose them
thnt It Is difficult to intik', a beginning
In Veer Hut for /Oslo and
crimp dulatineas mem will give more
eatinfaellen than one of these made
of cotton etortitirey or reline, These
ehleh 'stripes tire managed, wherever
they are teed, In them width and di-
melon ntel ruler are Weer* that
make opportunity for originality on
the part of designers, and all of these




innterials nre manufactured lit all the
feshionable celors end In white, and
make as smart coats nti much more
-, cum and less durable stuffs. • -
The coat pictured is a good example
--eeeef-cebetten corduroy in a practical and
garment. There Is nothing in
Ihe way of decoration on it except 11111.
chine stitching, which outlines the- big
patch pockets and :the collar, cuffs
ond belt, as well as the front edges
and hem fit the bottom. It is pro-
vided with a high collar which she
may or may not wear buttoned close up
under the clan, now that the athletic
girl goes in for protecting her complex-
ion against the sun. The coat fastens
with bone buttons and buttonholes.
A pretty coat made In the same way
except at the neck has an ndjustable
inirmirurimin
COTTON CORDUROY.
In the picture a Muck and white sail-
or with wide brim and rounding crown
Is shown, In which the stripes of
IthiTe;711/95-7'1Yel1- thitnaged. e1tre117
hemp braid and the brim has a slight
onward Mute and its edge hound with
black velvet. The trimming Is odd
end new. A collar of white silk with
fringed edges, Is finished with the
simplest of bows at the back. A nar-
row band of black velvet ribbon placed
over it provides the always admired
brilliant contrast of black and white
for midsummer, and three small jet
bells, placed on the bow, add a spark-
ling touch. A hat of this kind looks
well with any sort of summer street
dress.
The hat at the right Is of hemp also,
and proclaims itself as a product of
STRAW HATS HAVE VIVID STRIPES.
collar  Thla model is in delft_  blue eat-
duroy and its collar Is in the form of
a broad scarf of the material, which
can be fastened to the neck at the
front. It is worn like a fur scarf,
brought around the throat, with ends
crossing at the back and brought to
the front again. Here they are knotted
or allowed to bang straight to the
waistline.
White buttons look well on all the
colors shown in cotton corduroy, but
there are white buttons, In several odd,
unusual shapes, barred with narrow
stripes in the same colors as are shown
in cotton fabrics.
All the feminine world Is running
after stripes, and those who weave
hats of straw have governed them-
selves aceordingly. Wide-brimmed sun
hats and midsummer sailors are of-
----fered in stripes ranging from quiet
bleck and white to the most vivid of
orange, green, red and blue contraste.
For street and sports wear these bats
7Ith woven-in stripes offer more In the
way of distinction than fabric hats,
and as a rule' they are mere expen-
atve. . •
n Fashion makes Inugh of the way In
lothiy..ItLltdpea are orange, -blue,
end black, bat their vividness is tem-
Pered by a sash of black ribbon and a
brim edged with ii black binding. It
is destined to share honors with the
whitest of tel-white hats that have
made their entry for midsummer wear
without a vestige of color about them.
Dark Silk Skirt.
Add to the general utility skirt the
assortment of 'sports skirts which the
modieli summer outfit necessarily in-
cludes, and thee throw in for full
measure a simple but chic separate
skirt of dark-hued silk, and the quota
will be complete.
There are more of these last-named
silk skirts than usual this year, and
though most of them are of tailored
character, little details giving a hint
of dressiness are added to some of
the Models, and the tneteriels, when of
good quality, bring these skirts into
harmony with separate blouses a
trifle too dainty fet the gteneral. Wittig
woolen skirt:
Democratic Wisdom Shown In Its
Adoption.
Indorsement of Nonpartisan Commie-
glen Will Surely Appeal to Thom
Who Have the Country's Real
interests at Heart.
tuken the greed awl graft
lit t ilie Melt the I lettiocratie party
lu Its platelet, tut hire III omits the
tierce denunciation of etintoiseleiteve
lutetium for the enrichment le private
Interviste which I' 'tug chunieterised Its
Utterances on this subject. Mums lieu.
ph' will mime tilt,, the propoltition (hut
congreen hies tto eutietitutiothie power
10 tariff* eiteetit for revenue,
and the timelier Words "ii tariff fur
revenue only" are not utled, 114/111111
the sentiment Is there In genteel terttee,
Tariff 'Minks 1.11 hulk 1111 14,I1 very
Arnett!). from time to time, Higbee-1ff
Iteptildlettim have ii. it alwity• pro-
teatime! and wheeled a xtortitvii a a in
the days of Hamm and McKinley.
telly on 11 few ocensione have low•
theft iwittooratit accepted without
qualification the radical theory that
becaupte vette-eon was likely to be
a•-
noutierd and abandoned. The feet is
that tim well as 11111111111 len 1111
When Iii in user have niways revineuis
the prImriety Of linfogwirtlIng Amer-
Icon milefprine tool itiduritty.
What Makes this pine* !Willis-retie
tariff Week noteworthy le Its (Amine
reeognition, Ivy Intborsement of it non-
partisan 'tariff vommbeetna, of the
litetitittinte business itotnects of tariff
tatee_e_t lon tie Welled to fereIgn coinpett-
lion In litalinfactures Mid trade..
ing congress accurnte inferinntion ntel
expert ailvleti, such a body aliould
prove as discituregeng to - the vetretu•
We who mould here the custent houses
all to the gluttons of monopoly -S1 lel
woirld turn thent Into robbers' remits-
New Yerk Work,.
Mr. Schiff on the Tariff.
Fernier (Itiverner lilynn Is CO ho
con grit tot at ed for resurrect lag the
speech of Ineob IL telliff ut the ban-
quet of the Republlenn club lust Jane
miry. •Spietking_ of the tariff, Mr.
Seidl said:
"I want to expleln that nothing cult
ship tee grout prosperity We Hots- 'MVP
except a renewnl of tariff tigitatleti
In the next climpulgn. Standing here
en hely ltepubllene gui 'U nd, I may to
withoet fear or rn vor, it you renew
in the ffext presidential campaign the
tariff .agitatien of the lumlst if . you
renfeen the country timlil Aim- It you
want a renewul ef special privilege
end-blab probe-time the people will
have temp of it. The people tinve
I erme!: the wtorionen and the fie-mere-
have learned, and they cannot lye nuts.
haL any longer- do taut any that be-
cause I love the Repuldlean party levee
because I love it more. My bend
is for the Republican purls:, but may
common sense makes me n Democrat."
It is well to recall these frank words
which the Republican leaders have re-
jected. They have done Pat what
Schiff warned them not to do; they
have renewed their old demand for
specie! privilege and high protection,
rind they are going to meet the defeat
which one of their own wisest met
predicted for them six months ago.
Beachcombing the Progressives.
WM le Progressives of Republican
street antecedents are pus-
syfooting into the presence of Mr.
Hughes and assuring him that he is
to receive_ _till of lb 1111,507 votes 
cast fur Mr. Roosevelt In 1912, nobody
FRECKLES
live is Ike tiz Iguana ot fleeS "
Th•re's an the •Itahlret resit of
wonam.,1 ot you. 1,.f hi... as .11•
ereit nonte et htive--40uwe wren lee ii
guattat.•4 i•MoVlf kOhl•lyipsip
Moroni, get an aware atstisla•--4.ate.
Strongla - fruit; your draggl•li sad aVeir 1
atm. of 11 night •itit mooning end y.,
Should Nom aro that .v, n the *oast fr.eltleill
has. begot, to Olseenear, while ih. Hotter
.41•41 hay. vkalsh•411 loOlraly Ii I. 11.1t1,910
Chat ator• lloos wit nuke. Is 144..414 el
411.1.4 rloar th. sal* sag Sala" a biatutlful
• 1.011iplyklun
No Ourc u., isk fur !too Amabl. suteliltIt
1.1bIlle, as stile is 0014 WW1. r 111114 111111 1* 11.
fnurolf bask If it falls to r.eues• freebies.-
Adv.
Net Fatal.
A curette eters) $111111 N118 InUell
1:111,1 col 1i. 11 1111 11111 "Filled 11 I iterti.ve
fiir men only" were no tundly attottiltn1
exprevisted Ida regret to the verger
OOP eveitIng when, es tontile they ,were
the only two at Ile. meeting.
"I really thliik they ought to Colnc.-
he said, sadly.
"There jest what I've am) to
over tot' over tigititi," milli the verger,
eosisolingly. "I sex to 'ton, I roui,
ult no.,' I ors; look lit me. I goes to
all them IserVieell,' I Net, '11 WO1 'aria
4141011 Iley do met' "-Tit•Ititst.
CARE FOR YOUR HAIR
requent Shampoos With Cuticurs
Soap Will Help You. Trial Free.
Precede shampoo by touches of Cu-
- (hors Ointment if needed to spots
at dandruff, itching and irritstion of
the scalp. Nothing better for the com-
plexion, hair, halide or skin than
these super creamy emollients. Alm
as preparations for the toilet.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticurs Dept. L.
Boston. Sold everywhere.-Adv.
liklaylitg- Safe.
• O'Toeir-Phwat'ot the metier that ye
didn't elflike to Jubilee:in just now?
Have ye tpuirrele0
O'Brien-That we lists',' not. 'nines
the ineurance nv our friendship. •
O'Toolo,-Thwut tio,y.e auntie? „ _ _-
(1'llrien-Sure, it's this wily. Mulle
gee out' -1-Vo-thit4-- devoted to -won
;mother that we meet benr wthe Wen
Of 11 411111 IT1.1 ; tutu we era both
midglity quirk-teniiiereir we've revvelvell
not to spoke to mut another tit ell,
fair fear we heenk the frindeliee
AN ARKANSASMAN TESTIFIES
mr. .1. 'I. I)unn, Charleston, Ark.,
writes: -My wife W WA in very poor health;
not able to do her ho onsewric and in bed
port of the time. The doctor said she had
titherculosin and had had it sonic cede or
ten years and staid that there was no
medicine that would do her' ;mi. good.
!hiving .noticed your telt ert isement of
tunteVita we deridel to try it bottle. She
has taken font bottles and is BOW on her
nee, She-stays -that she--feele-aa _
she ever did rind hits %Mined eleven peen&
in, iveight. We can gl:t411 V recommend
youeerreilirine to-nil suffering likewimr."
Lung-Vita is reeemmended for con-
sumption and esthete- If you suffer balm=
either of these aihnenteetry-s-thertvelay
treatment of lung-Vitn. It has helped nth-
era ,vita• not you? Price Ikee. Nashville
Meleine Company,' Dept. A, Nashville,
Tenn. Adv,
Never Missed.
"When I grow up to be tt Men," snit'
the bey who lived le it Het "I want
evervivetly to he sorry when I die."
-Flint is a very Itialeble ambition,"
relOtis! him father. "The only advlee I
enn give you Is: Don't be a janitor."
A HINT TO WISE WOMEN.
Don't suffer torture when all female
troubles will vanish in thin air after usiog
"Ferrienina" Price soc and #1 oo.-Adv.
Two fen play nt almost tiny game
ine one is apt to quilt loser.
For poisoned wounds use ifanford's
Balsam of IVrrh. Adv.
-.Intellect 'teems to haee
at headquarters is Mei
- do wi t It hnppl nes.
tiw Denmeratic hosts who helped make
that showing. It may be that Messrs.
Perkins and Satterlee delivered the
Repute I ca n -Pregressi yes --at- - etitensty'
but they have. failed to eoenect with
the one-time Democrats who sub-
scribed VI the Bull Moose faith four
years ago.
John M. Parker, the orphaned candi-
date for vice president, halt aireiely
spoken. lie returns to Democrace.
Ex-Congressinart John C. Houk ofeTen-
nessee is making preparations to the
mune end. In all parts of the cohntry,
no doubt, hundreds of thousands of
former Democrats who leek their po-
litical lives in their hands when they
openly joined Mr. Roosevelt's new
party are In the same Mime of mind.
In the shipwreck of great political
organizations, 'espectially when at-
tended by perfidy, everybody has I
chance at beachcombing.
President Wilson Populaieeeee -
"Having voted for Mr. Wilson for
president I am glad to find his admin-
istration is popular with people like
myself, who take no active part in
politics," says Charles M. Seaton,
member of an important mercantile
firm in St. Louis.
"I have been In Mtn& states of the
middle West recently, and everywhere
I have found men who were speaking
In high praise of the administration."
Good Man to Head Committee.
Vance McCormick, chairmen of the
Detnocratic national committee, Is an
accomplished man of business, an
orminizer and adniinistratorof the first
rank. His business capticity may he
judged from the fnct that he is a mem-
ber of the Yale corporation anti of the
_rhilatiPlphin Federal Reserve bank.
Ile is as admirable an executive as he
wits a football pinyer, and that is say-
ing n good deal. A clean, forcible cane
-pnignfittitight to the lest minute and
with the Wit ounee or enerms tad re-


















CALOMEL MAKES YOU SICK, UGH!
IT MERCURY AND SALIVATES
Straighten Up! Don't Lose a Day's Work! Clean Your Sluggish
Liver and Bowels With "Dodson's Liver Tone."
right Calomel makes you sick Take
a dose of the dauseroue drug to-
night and tomorrow you may lose AI
day's work.
ralt..niel is mercury or quicksilver
which causes necrosis of the buttes.
Calomel, when it cruies into contact
with sour bile crashes into it. break.
Ina it up. This is when you feel that
awful nausea and cramping. If in
feel sluggish and "all knocked out, ' 't
your liver ei torpid and bowels consti-
pated or you have headache, chattiness,
coated tongue, if breath is bad or
stomach sour, just try a spoonful of
harmless Dodson's Liver Tone.
Here's my guarantee--Go to any
drug store or dealer and get a 60-cent
bottle of Dodsoo's Liver Tone. Take
• spoonful tonight and If it doelin't
straighten you right up and make yots
feel fine and vigorous by morning I
waut you to go back to th• store and
get your money Dodson'. Liver Tone
is destroying the sale of calomel b.
cause it is real liver medicine; maim-
ly vegetable, therefore it calm( sali-
vate or make you sick.
I guarantee that one spoonful of
Ikulsou's Liver Tone will put your slug-
gish liver to work and clean your bow-
els of that sour bltii and constipated
waste which is clogging your system
and making you feel miserable I guar-
antee that • bottle of Dodeonei Liver
Tons will keep your entire family feel-
ing line for months. Clive it to your
children. It is harmless; doesn't gripe
and they like its pleasant taste.-Ad,.
COLT DISTEMPER
Tint can prevent this Inathoom• di  from running!
through your /table and curio all the colts suffering with
it when you begin the treatment No matter how young.
• --priettfrn-trNiefar-Vvv- ewrivrelrrerente- ir-tr-Irreffrtvrftt-Iffrir-
It prevents all diatempers. no matter how colts or horses
St any age •re "exposed" All good druggists and turf
goods) houses and manutarturere Dell grinHiten at 69 cents
•nd Si a bottle. $5 and $10 a dement. III•OHAI MileDleAL.
• tliesalets sad Illaeteeletusteta. tinadsziat. IAD.. ti. B.
- -_
Lost.
The bite filifittitt !thirteen of New
Iltilimehlre wive arguing e complicutell
CHM% and lotiked Up nUthorilitut buck
to Julius -1.1tesur. At the end of lilt
hoar n-nd n In the !Welt Intriente
part of hie plve. he WHY 'mined to 11414.
tint intritent innttentiim. it -sette-
es he had feared.. The judge wits an•
able to nmoreelute the iece points of
his •nrgument.
"Your Minor," lie Judd, "I beg your
pardon; but do you follow Hier
, "1, Wive so fur," nnswered the judge,
shifting wearily about iii Ills elinir,
"bet--Pteeney -frottekly that it throttght
I could find tny wee truck, I'd quit
right here."--lehriettun Itegistetr.,
Reticence and Diseretion.
"I • hilleavvie, you know the answer
tibtout ney qUentlei, 11 11 iii tuTVIewer
CollIt1 a ski" 
. •.
"Ptousibly," replied Senator Sorghum.
"The fact thee I knew the reel answer
NO thiventglily le sometimes %%Mut
makes ete a trifle diflitlent ubout ex-
in:teeing' myself.?
IMITATION IS SINCEREST FLATTERY
Out like counterfeit money the 'mita- Balsam. Adv.
ttotilas not the worth ,o-f the original.
Insist on "La Creole" Hair Dressing-'., A miser is known Ivy ilw money
it's the original. Darkens your hair in
s -the natural way, "but contains-M dye. 
Oppossurn Attends Church.
It Is no nent ', Ihmt, a pesteutts Yen-
tors... ton the .1mvommit. Ile prefers
iiiirtli. lied 4/1/0/41.11111, however.
tins boon voittlIt In tbe heart of the
viewntewn diterlet beiletith the steps
or the Travis l'urk eletioelbut church.
firm- the pore-init-rver forml his way.
downtown without -being (Hammel-mil
11,111 shot no one knows. One of the
bellhop, took the pootetitn to the hotel
41104 find the teltro waiters I Illlulgq.4 ID
a feast at willtdi the Pipet, de resistnnee
w us the possum !tanked with yelloW
yam liittirs,-Siin Antonio (Tel.) Lila.
'h - chime tro Kap -
ON FIRST SYMPTOMS
use "I-tenor:Me" and be cured. Do not
wait until the heart Organ is beyond
repair. "RenovIne" is the heart and
nerve tonic. Price 60c and 1I.00.-AdV.
But ti Mutt Dever has tit.' salute inters
eeten life tater he list's the principal
)Ie hiol In bank.
A man who lacks faith in huts ability





Women SA Well 411
non are made miser-
The letter P. like selfieh (Heeds, is-• able by kidney and
first In pity and hist in
Keep Hanford's Balsate in your
borne. Adv.
Every misery you miss is a bless--
Mg.
WHO-1-S-
bladder trouble. Thou-BLARE _ sands recorrimend Dr.
Kt Im er's Swamp-
Root the great kidney remedy. At drug-
gists' in fifty-rent and dollar sizes. You
may receive a sample site bottle by Par-
cel Post, oleo pamphlet telling about It.
Address Dr. Kilmer & !o., Binghamton,
N. Y., and enclose ten cents, also mention
this paper.
Give Your Livera Chance
Take a time tried and proven retitedy for Liver Complaints, Cost-
iveness, Biliousness, Jaundice, Kidney Troubles, Impure or Bad
Blood, Pimples, Indigestion. If suffering from these take
Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood ,Syrup
Your Liver and Kidneys are your hist friends if Au keep them in good condition, bet
when neglected they become your most dangerous hneenies. H you are bilious or con-




Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Parew
gone, Drops and Soothing Syrups, It is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotics
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys WortuS
and allays Feverishness. For more than thirty years it
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and.
Diarrhoea. It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilatedlithe Food, giving healthy arid natural Sleeps
The ChlWrft's Panacea-The Mother's Friend.
GENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
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Army Bill ...-a-ries "37.5,000,000.
Washings'o July a. The at
my appropriation bill, revised
by the Senate Military Commit-
tee and ordered reported to day,
carries $328,000.000 an increase
ef $140,000.000 over the bill
passed by the House.
Trio heavy increase over the
House bill were declared by
Senators to be essential in view
of the reorganization of the ar-
my and National Guard and the
necessity for equipment in the.
Mexican emergency. For avia-
tion and ordivance the Senate
committee increases aggregate
about $30,000,000 over the House
appropriations.
For the pay of enlisted men of
the regular army and National
Guard t h e Senate committee
proposes $2.3,000,o00 as against
$7,750,000 appropriated by the
House bill. For subsistence the
appropriation is increase from,
41-81-00044.4-te-$27.0"0'"44luar-
termaster's Department supplies
from $8,700,0()0 to $17,000,000;
transportation and supplies from
$12,000,000 to $38.000,000; cloth-
ing, camp supplie& etc.. from
$12.000,000 to $2U.000,000. Pro.
portional increases were made
by the committee to nearly .ev
ry Kern in the bill
Reward.j .$100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn thee there is. at
least one dreaded disease that
science has been able to cure in all
its stage, and that. is Catarrh.
Hall's Catarrh Cure IS the only posi-
tive cure now kuown:to the naccilCal
fraternity. catarrh being a. eonatt-
were native whites, 2,t4.57,0(al
were foreign-born whites, who
had become naturalised; 2,0b2,-
0110 were negruee anti 50,000
Immo/Indians.
During the C:vil .war, when
the population of the country
exclusive of the. seceding States
1.was less than one fourth as great
as the total present population,
the number of men serving in
the Northan army at one time
or another was 2,500,000. There
are four States New York, Penn-
spivanis, .Ohio a n d Illinois,
where men of military age num.
her more than 1,000,000. In geo-
graphical subdivisions the total
for the Northern States is 13,-
0118,615, for the Southern States
6,006,139, and for the Western
States I 1170,322.
Stockholder Asks for Receiver.
Lexington, Ky., June 27.--Suit
was filled here today by T. W.
}-tienderson„of Tennessee aikiog
that a receiver be appointed for
the Kentucky Rural Credits As-
sociation. of Lexington, an ac-
count taken of the assets and
liabilities of the company and
that the assets be distributed
among the stockholders.
Henderson charges in his peti-
tion that the company is insol-
vent,- that the officials-are donat-
ing part of the capital stock to
the use of operating expenses of
the company and gross negli-
gence in the conduct of the busi-
ness.
The company is chartered un-
der the laws of Delaware, but
has its principal offices in Lex-
tntionti dieense, requires.fecontstitu-
Lionel treatment. -HAWN Caton!)
Cure Is taken internally, acting di
rectly upon the; blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby de-,
litrOVing the foundation Of the dis-
ease and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
Wasting nature. in doing its work.
The proprietors have so Much faith
In its curative powers that they offer
Ons Hundred Dollars for any ease it
fillis-to oars -Send- Iii-Ullirtit-teati-
monti
7..1. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
-Sold by all druggist. 75O.
Take Hall's Family Pills fest. Goa-
attrition .
_
ington. Former Gov. James
McCreary is president.
President McCreary is out
the city and efforts to obtain
I statement from other officiate
' r
semi*. t ec-ioiregseelEialtilinniente.
;ropne• •••• l!'"fais * — 
%he disIntensrating records of the
County Clerk's ollit.e, has run
across a marriige license of his-
toric interest. It was issued to,
Jefferson Davis, later President
of the Confederacy, and Sarah
Knox Taylor, daughter of Gen.
Zachary Taylor. later President
of the United States.
The license was issued on June
17,- 1S35e on oath of Hancock
Taylor, that Sarah ,Knox Taylor
was of lawful marriageable age
and the daughter of Zachary
Taylor.
There is I gap in the record,
however, for no return Qf the
marriage was ever made by the
minister. This is exelained by
the fact that the couple was
obliged to run away for the wed-
ding, RS Gen. Taylor and the
Devises were hostile.
Col. Simons thought that he
knew about everything interest-
ing about the County Clerk's ix-
. cord, but the discovery of this
_liesinse_saaa.new morsel fif  Int
formation.-Loulsville Post.
A 51riegut Law.
The recent "lamented" legis-
lature created the office of a ho-
tel inspector. He will have the
appointment of a deputy at $2,-
000 and a stenographer/at $800.
*The inspectOr will be aptiointed
by the Governor and will have
Ihis office in  Frankfort. Lodging
hotises and restaurants come un-
der the provision of the act.
Ninety-nine inch sheets, two of
them on every bed, and made of
white linen or cotton, washed
after being used; two clean tow-
IL els a day in each room, individ-
ual towels during certain hours
of in the public washrooms; a win-
dow in each room opening out of
of doors or into an air shaft; a hall
the company were in vain. J.
L. Watkins is tieasurer of the





Hon. Thos, N. Hazelip, of Pa-
ducah, republican candidate for
Congress, subject to the prima-
ry, August 5th, will address the
voters of Murray and Calloway
county, at the court house Fri-
day night, July 7th, at 8 o'clock.
Everybody earnestly requested
to come out and give this dis-
tinguished gentleman a hearin
He has something of interest ,to
talk about. Done.by order of
committec,--W. a m,
chairman.
21,000,000 Men if Military Age.
_ --
Washinifon, July 3.-A Bu-
reau table issued to-day estimat-
ed the number of able-bodied
men of military age in the Unit-
ed States at about_21.000,000.
The estimate is based on the.
assumtion that there has been
an increase of 10 per cent. in.
the population since 1910, when
the total male population over 18 1
George Fuller, Jr., nine-year-
old son of Mr. George Fuller,
who lives in the Donaldson coun-
try, died last Tuesday of tuber-
culosis. He had been sick for
several months.
Mr. Alfred Coleman died yes-
terday morning at four o'clock
at his home near the Chilt Tho-
mas place on Donaldson creek of
tuberculosis. He had been in
poor health for a number of
months, and his death was not
unexpected. The deceased was
twenty-nine years of age last
April, and was a son of Mr. Fe-
lix G. Coleman.
Mr. Fred  Gordon. a young
man of near Golden Pond and
brother of Mr. Jesse Gordon, of
Cadiz, died Tuesday afternoon'
about_ofte O'clock at the home of
his father of tuberculosis. He
was a son of Mr. W. J. Gordon
and was nineteen years of age.
The burial took place yesterday
afternoon at three o'clock at
Long Creek burying ground.'
The deceased was a fine 'young
man and had many friends._ _
Finds License of Historic Interest.
years and under 46 was 19,183,-1 Col. Lee L. Simors, who is
000. Of this number 14 2-94.000Iprolonging the lives of some of
way door; a chemical fire extin-
guisher or a stand pipe for eve-
ry 2.500 feet of floor space; stair-
way fire escape for three story
buildings, and proper sanitary
convenientes, are-innong the
specific requirements of the act.
A $3 fee for a license and a tax
of 25 cents a room, not to exceed
$10 annually, are to be collected
from hotels for the support of
the _department. -Ex.
Spur Track Will be Isilt to Mines.
The remarkably heavy increase
in the output of the mines of
the Paducfih Clay Company, in
Marshall county, has induced
the N. C. & St. L. railroad corn
pony to determine to build a
spur track the four miles from
Benton to the three mining pro-
perties. The location of tnis
track by engineers will be stat-
ed early next week, and the con-
struction of the branch line pro-
ceed immediately.
President H. R. Lindsey, of
the clay company, stated that he
received orders this week for
fifty-two carloads of the clay and
has_ contract orders already-that
will keep the mines operating at
top speed the remainder of the
year, if no more are received.
The big increase in demand ne-
cessitated the opening of two
more mines, only one mine hav-
ing been in use when the com-
pany began digging a few.
months ago. Mr. Lindsey, who
has from time to time been in-
terested in many large business
ventures, says he thinks the Pa-
ducah Clay Company is the most
pleasant one he has yet embark-
ed in.-Paducah News-Democrat
• 1.0 us figure with you on that bill of
Lumber, whether for .repairs or. new
building. Screen doors, pamt.
Anything for building purposes..
Hughes Irvan Lumber Co.
••••••••••••••-•••,!••••••••,,,,,••••••••••••••••••
COST OF ROAD CONSTRUCTION
Much Depends on Amount and Chats
actor of Grading Necessary—Oth.
er rectire Considered.
,Preeared by inn rioted ewe. etegart-
merit of Agrieult on
The poet of a road is dependent up-
on not only the type of construction.
but the amount and character of grads
Ins to be 'Ione. the cost of labor and
materials. the width and thickness
surfacing, the character and atuouat
of drainage required. and other face
general everages. It has been ascer• 
their prizing, and are not mak-toes of equal variability. liaised upon
tinned by highwaY of fin'
ing much effort to sell. Sales
l'impa States department of agrIcul. have been 
some lighter than for
tu
astern roads can be built In southern 
several weeks. At least if salesn. that under averegeem elitions mac. 
stalea at front 11.000 to $5,000 per 
have been made they have- not
been reported.
Intl.', gravel roads at from $1.1',00 to
$2,reio per mile, and Nand-clay and top-
soil roads at from Vino to II ,nee per
mile. in New England and the other
eastern elates, macadam roads are re-
-eiceted--ef -*oft .0040 40 444,104)--
tulle, gravel roads at from $3.200 to
0,000. and bituminous macadam from
$5,000 to 113,05,0, according to the
character of tametruction, whether sur-
face t rested. pellet rat len, or mixing
method. Thel) bituminous type IS
quite general In the eastern states.
As indlcatine emits In other sections
of couliWy, the state hirhway vomtuls-
eloner 9f Michigan reported In 1913
the average cost for niavailent roads
$4,300 per mile; clay-gravel roan.' Pe
GOO per mile. and concrete roads
rI0,000 per mile. The average cost of
Improved Michigan Road.
state highways constructed In Obit
In 1913 was $8,353. According to types
In 1912, the brick-paved highways av-
eraged $14,650 per mile and the inte-
adam highways warts. In California
thallrat-.=—Inlien—ffreatiwte-nyetetn
of highways cost an average of $8,-
143 per mile and consisted principally
of thin concrete with a thin coat of
bitumen. The Maximum and mini-
mum figures given -In this paragraph
are not absolute, but are intended to
present the usual range of costs. The
rates given include grading, drainage
surfacing, and engineering costs.
BOOSTER FOR BETTER ROADS
Cost of Transportation of Produce to
Market is Lessened—Ditch, Drain
and Drag Roads.
Good roads not only cheapen the
cost of transporting farm produce to
market, but make the country a de-,
nimble place to live in.
We-bear much talk about federal aid
for good roads, yet if we wait for
this movement to crystallize into a
reality, the people of the country will
be riding in mud for some time to
come. The thing to do is to take off
coats and buckle into a plan for local
road improvement. Re a booster for
the grading ctf roads and follow tip_Ae_
work with the King road -drag for
maintenance.
The principle of all good roads In
all States is the same, viz., keeping
the water out and off of the roadbede.
Ditch, drain and drag the roads. Tide
Is the tripod of good road building.
ADVANTAGES OF GOOD ROADS
Scarcely Secondary to Rail Transpor
tation in Their Far-Reaching Ef-
fect on Civilization.
The two great neceseities of
modern life are education ,end trans-
portation. for civilization travels in
the wake of good schools and igood
roads Good roads lead in more good
rections than. the— most nar.seetng
can rontemplate. Commerce begins
on the country roads and byways: any skin itching. Z0c a bcx. all drug sttwes.
•
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Paducah, Ky., June 30, 19141,
-Very few salee have been re-
ported this week of hogshead
tobacco. ()eaters are busy with
The loose market has been less
active than for several weeks as
receipts have been light, and
the Indication are that there is
very little loose tobacco left In
farmer's hands. The market,
,however, continues firm and un-
changed for gi ades of loose
tobacco,
We have been bleineed with a
solid week of dry and rather hot
weathe'r, and farmer.3 have male
goo use of the oppertunity '
-work inirttreir- rrope.- --Tobacco
on the uplailde is lookirg well,
and is being well cultivated, but
a great part of the low lands has
drowned out or badly damaged.
Just what this damage will
amount to is-baseh4te tell, but I
would say 10 to 15 per cent of
the crop has been ruined or bad-
ly damaged. Then some far-
mers have been too anxious to
work their tobacco and have
plowed it too wet which will in-:
jure it unless we have more rain
but generally speaking I would
say the condition of the crop is
fair considering the unfavorable
wet weather conditions for the
past several •weeks. With a
continuatiun of favorable weath-
er we see no reason why more
than an average crop shopld be
raised the year.- -W. B. Kenne-
dy,
Clarksville, Tenn., July 2.-
The tobacco market has been
quiet this week as weather con-
ditions have been ideal for farm
work and the farmers have tak-
en advantage of it. Some wheat
has been threshed and a great
quantity of it has been cut and
stacked. Sales for the week on
the loose floor market were about
125,000 pounds and 17 hogsheads"
of prized tobacco. Prices rang-
ed froms$8 up to $13 for good
leaf and from $5.50 to $7.75 for
lugs. Deliveries have been very
light, while shipments have been
heavi, leaving tlie warehouses
4n an empty condition.- -The--to-.
Lbacco in the fields is looking
Ifine and the crop will be at least
an average if not a larger one.
Have Yes Noticed?
That when your child lies like
a pack-peddler he is "very im.
aginative," but when the other
parents' measly. faced kids tear
off a few lines of pervarication
he is just an ordinary "dirty lit-
tle liar':"
That when your offspring cries
"the dear child is sick and ner-
vous" but when the other fel-
low's brat bawls he's chuck full
of the old nick and needs hell
pounded out of him.
That when your kid manifests
a disposition to purloin and ap-
propriate everything in sight
l'..anetiocked er nailed down.
the "dear child just borrosed
to play with" bet when the oth-
er persons breed does such he is
'an unregenerate little thief
who ought to be in the reform
school?''
That when your child liar gs
around heti te day begging for a
nicke11040-to the movies and
final:Y gets-it:1M periist errt-lit-
' Ile feliow is wire to be a great
man when he grows up but
when the others people's little
stubborn devil hangs around and
whines for a nickel he is
"bound to be spoiled if they
humor -and he'll never




With corn above 50c hog:.; eat
their heads of very quickly. The
hog that ta!tes two or three
months to get on full feed never
brings you a profit.
When you are ready to put
our eh( ats on feed, begin with eP
the B. A. Thomas Hog Medicine.
Use regularly and watch your
shoats round out into fat hogs
in nine months-hogs going well
over -200 pounds and as high as
240 pounds. Figure the average
feeding' and you why the B. A.
Thomas medicine is a good. 'n-
vestment. Try feeding out your
hogs on this plan and if you are
not more than pleased, we will





Raise is Under Consideration.
they affect school attendance and lit-
eracy: they control markets and
prices, values of land, the develop-
ment and contentment of the people.
the emit and pleasure of living,. and
are scarcely secondary to rail trans-
portation in their far-reaching effect
They determine the character and
growth. of Cie community, and the
necessity for them cannot be overes-
timated. for a country that isn't wortb
a good road isn't worth living in.
Idaho Boosts 'Good Roads.
The-ftntrthern Idaho Motor aseocia
thin was perfected at Boise. Idaho.
for the purnose of making a good
roads campaign in snethern Idaho.
This marks an important 'step toward
giving _impetus to the good roads
movement in. the ratete.
Keep Weeds Dneen..
- It does not take leutectOinow On
growth along the roadsele. ditch
tomemeammusirscazingrsisssiiiiidi'• • it going_t and frora the fielde
allatt13,CMCMCMCMg • 
' t banks and fence rows: Yoa could
 tip





All water rent due July '1st.
Same must be paid on or before
July 15, or be cut off and there
will be L50c extra charge for
turning on water.--J. T. Wallis,
sunerintendant.
- ,
Itch! Itch ! Itch! Scratch !
'Scratch! &catch! The more you
An increase of 25 per cent in
premiums on fire insurance for
three year terms and of 334' per
cent for five-year tenni is pro-
posed by the fire insurance com!
panies, which have asked the
State Rating Board to approve
ther action. The sehedule-iiras
made last December, but the
Board has not agreed to it yet.
Heretofore companies have been
charging but two years' premi-
ums for three-year policies and
I three year premiums for five-
year policies. They wish to
!raise the cost of three-year poll-
kies half a years premium and
Ifive-year policies one year's pre-
mium. -Frankfort State Journal,
I A lazy liver leads to chronic
dyspepsia ard constipation -we-
. akens the whole system Doan's
sr
-th*Ln's Ointment, For 
 the
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Torn Flesh, Wound., Sores, Scalds, Cuts, Burns andBruises, eliould be treated profnpti.e.- If
reglected, they become troublesome and hard to heal.
BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT
Is a Healing Remedy of Pov.er
It mends lacerated flesh speedily, prevents the LaTeation of pus,and in all, minor ailments heals without leaving.. scar. As a painPI? Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Larne Bacle'Stiff Neck, SoreMusdies, there is nathing that- arts rt:r....,Tntoinptly or effectively.
PHU) MSc, 80c and $1.00 .per Oottle
.:1AS. F. BALLAIi0, Proprietor 7 57. L0115010,
SOLDI1BY H. P.
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